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1. TECHNOLOGY LEARNING ND ENERGY POLICY

The efficacy of energy policies - to le sen dependence on imported oil, to reduce emissions of
pollutants, or to decrease releases of greenhouse gases - depends in large measure on the
availability, cost and performance of a ternative technologies and resources. Among these are
energy-efficient appliances, equipment, uilding materials, designs, controls and processes on the
demand side, advanced fossil, cogenera ion and renewable energy conversion technologies on the
supply side, and low carbon, cleaner nd renewable fuels on the resource side. The rate of
diffusion of these environmentally desi able technologies and resources - i.e., their adoption and
use by households, offices, factories an farms - depends largely upon their cost and performance
relative to conventional alternatives. ften, these advanced alternatives either cost more prima
facie or, often owing to lack of experie ce, are believed to provide poorer quality, reliability and
durability of service. The technologie might also encounter other market, institutional and
informational barriers that impede their iffusion.

In the absence of changes induced by olicy or other factors, energy systems could experience
"lock-in" of technologies whose cost a environmental performance would otherwise have been
surpassed by technologies with currentI or potentially superior cost and performance which have
been "locked out." But the institutiona , market and other barriers that impede the diffusion or
improvement of new technologies can e overcome by evolutionary or policy-induced changes.
Analysis that takes technology costs d performance as fixed might erroneously conclude that
energy policies that aggressively purs e advanced technologies would incur unacceptably high
costs to meet energy/environmental oals. However, such aggressive policies, by removing
barriers and accelerating the diffusion of emerging technologies, could lower their costs and
improve their performance, ultimately ~roducing a more desirable outcome. Static analyses that
are blind to such outcomes could lead t1 shortsighted policies.

One improvement upon such a static analysis would focus on the technology diffusion side. This
would address the adoption of new tecfunologies based upon costs, but also upon demonstration,
familiarity, emulation and evolving willingness-to-pay for environmentally attractive attributes.
Many energy and energy technology markets do not reflect the textbook ideal, that consumer
behavior need not indefinitely continue' to reflect its recent past, and that both policy and policy
models should not ignore the phenomena of behavioral and institutional lock-in and the potential
for discontinuous change. To accountfor these phenomena, analyses would embody pricing that
reflects full costs, education and outr ch, institutional innovation, financial and infrastructure
support.

Another improvement would focus on the technology innovation side, taking account of the
conditions that induce improvements in the costs or performance of technologies. Among the
factors that can decrease costs and improve performance are invention, learning-by-doing, scale
economies and experience in manufacture and use. Among the factors that can speed diffusion
are lower costs, improved performance and experience. Both lower barriers and improved cost
and performance could lead to more rapid diffusion of the advanced technologies. This could be a
"virtuous circle" of mutually reinforcing processes, whereby more rapid diffusion leads to
technology improvement, which in turn leads to more rapid diffusion. Policy analysis that adopts
elements of this dynamic approach to institutional and technological change could arrive at
results very different than those of static analysis.

The costs and performance of renewable energy technologies in particular have been seen to
improve as experience accumulates, owing to innovation, learning-by-doing and economies of
scale. Since this type of experience can be built up more quickly as a result of policy initi~tives,
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policy-makers would benefit from a b tter understanding of the various factors that advance
technologies and make them market- iable. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
empirical basis in recent history for c st reductions for three advanced energy technologies -
solar photovoltaics, wind turbines, and el cells - and their prospects for further cost reductions.

In this report, we present simple mo els based on manufacturing output and research and
development (R&D) spending for eac of the three selected technologies. Policy-makers and
modelers can use this tool to help asse s policies such as the renewable portfolio standard and
R&D subsidies, as well as more gene Ipolicies such as emission taxes or cap/trade systems.
Such information may prove illuminati g for deciding whether a push (R&D) or pull (subsidy or
buydown) policy is most effective in d ving down the cost of renewable technologies to compete
with conventional forms of electricity g neration.

In "The Economic Implications of by Doing"
(1962), Kenneth Arrow first observe that manufacturing' Box 1.1 Conventional Learning Curve
costs tend to decline with the lev 1 of experience in Model
manufacturing rather than with time.IAs more and more
units are produced, manufacturers find ways to reduce costs
by using materials more efficiently, i proving processes,
increasing economies of scale and so 0 . The exponent 13 is
in effect an elasticity, (i.e., the percenta e change in cost, C,
is 13 times the percentage change in c mulative production,
CPo The "progress ratio" is defined s the percentage to
which cost declines with each doublin of CP, and is given
by 2.013. (And, similarly, 1.0 - 2.0~ is the fraction by which
cost is reduced by a doubling).

1.1 Conventional Learning Theo

C = Co. CP~
where:
C manufacturing cost per unit
Co constant
CP cumulative number of units produced

J3 elasticity with respect to cumulative
production = log (Progress Ratio) / log 2

I

Empirical studies of products ranging from automobiles to TV s to computer processors have
supported the learning-by-doing hypothesis, finding that every doubling in cumulative production
typically results in a 5% (13 = -0.075) to 40% (13 = -0.75) reduction in costs. For example,
between 1964 and 1977, semiconductor active elements had a 62% progress ratio (13= 0.69);
meaning that, with a doubling in cumulative production, costs decreased to 62% of their previous
costs.

I
The conventional learning curve model is shown in Box 1.1. Implicit in the model is the
assumption that all cost reductions af explained exclusively by cumulative production. Of
course, cumulative ~roduction c~n be s en as a ~roxy vari~ble for other factors that r~duce costs,
such as R&D spendmg. Assummg R . D spendmg does, m fact, lead to cost reductions, such a
proxy is meaningful as long as R&D spending is directly related to the level of cumulative
production. If R&D spending is unrelated to cumulative production, then the model fails to
capture an important explanatory variable. Specific factors that lead to cost reductions and
innovations, including those driven by cumulative production or R&D, are discussed in the
following section.

1.2 Factors of Cost Reduction and Innovation

A variety of factors directly influence cost of production and, ultimately, the manufacturing cost
per unit of a technology (e.g., $/kW insfalled or $/kWh of generation).

, i
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1.2.1 Materials

Increase in Manufacturing Yield
In any complex manufacturing process ith multiple steps, improvements in yield for each step,
especially later ones, can leverage subs tial cost reductions. For a trivial example, suppose that
a machine packages finished units int crates, but breaks half of them in the process. Even
though the cost of the machine and its irect contribution to the unit cost may be quite low, the
indirect cost is enormous. By increas ng the yield in this step from 50% to 99.9%, total costs
will be reduced almost by half.

When substantial improvements in yiel are needed, R&D spending may be necessary to develop
an entirely new process. Usually, manufacturers carefully study their existing processes and,
through trial and error, make iterative afIjustments until yield improves. Thus, increases in yield
are, by and large, driven by cumulative roduction.

Reduction in Materials Use
Manufacturers also can reduce costs b reducing the amount of costly materials that go into a
product o.r is discarded as waste, witho sacrificing the performance of the product. As more and
more units are produced, the manufac urer can experiment with slight design changes that use
less material, but perform the same fun tion. For example, small changes in the shape ofthe cells
in a fuel cell stack can increase the pro ortion of active cell area and decrease the amount wasted
as inactive structural material. A sma I level of R&D may be devoted to this cost reduction
strategy, but experience, represented by cumulative production, is the predominant driver.

Substitution of Inexpensive Materials fi Expensive Ones
Another way to reduce costs is by r placing expensive materials with less expensive ones.
Because the jump from one type of ma erial to another is greater than the step from more to less
of the same material, this strategy is b tter explained by R&D spending. Materials substitution
can be a small or large innovation d is most commonly the result of research rather than
experience. For example, a manufactu er must actively develop a new, less expensive, chemical
for use in production. The new ch ical does not simply evolve through more and more
experience with the old one.

1.2.2 Manufacturing andEconomies of Scale

Automated Production
With almost any production process] automation greatly reduces costs by increasing labor
productivity and throughput. As mo'~ units are produced, the cost per unit of labor and fixed
capital is lowered. Typically, a p ocess is automated only after the manufacturer fully
understands that process through suffi ient manual experience. Only after the manufacturer has
developed a routine and reliable manu process will it develop an automated one, in part through
R&D efforts. Therefore, automation results from both cumulative production and direct R&D.

Economies of Scale in Manufacturing
Economies of scale can be defined simply as the decrease in unit costs that typically results from

greater production volumes. The transition from manual assembly to automation almost always
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yields economies of scale because near y any automated process has a greater throughput than a
manual process it replaces.' The following are factors that lead to lower costs:

• Fixed costs can be snread over a greater number of units. Many costs do not scale
proportionally with the production voh me, but are independent (or increase more slowly). Such
costs, such as fixed investments in eqr ipment, will be lower on a per-unit basis with increased
production.

• Production increases tend to oumac management cost increases. At modest scales, doubling
of production will probably not result in a doubling of management and administrative costs,
thereby lowering unit costs. However, ~t a very large scale, the complexity of managing such an
operation leads to management cos s that outpace increases in production, resulting in
diseconomies of scale.

• Volume discounts on raw material and other inouts. Large consumers can often negotiate
more favorable terms than small consur ners, and benefit from more efficient service.

• Scale economies in eauioment costs. Prices for capital equipment generally decline with
increasing equipment capacity.

• Efficiencies from dedicated tasks uch as material handling. Greater production allows for
more specialization. For example, in a small facility, production workers often keep track of raw
materials, which decreases productior and materials efficiency. Larger facilities can have a
department that specializes in receiving and distributing raw materials as needed by production.

Increased production capacity has a do ble effect on rate of cost reduction over time. In addition
to economies of scale mentioned above, increased production capacity accelerates the process of
learning-by-doing, because of the quid er production of more units and, hence, more experience.

Scale is not so much driven by learning-by-doing or R&D as it is by market forces that demand
more output. As demand begins to outstrip supply, manufacturers will build larger facilities to
keep up with demand. Larger facilities naturally enjoy economies of scale. Moreover, when a
manufacturer builds a new facility it w II take the opportunity to install state-of-the-art equipment
and processes. Often, a manufacturer, ho has developed a new, cheaper process will choose not
to retool an existing facility, but rather to wait until it is time to expand or build a new facility to
implement the advanced process. Thu , an increase in capacity usually results in cost reductions
due to economies of scale and other process improvements.

1.2.3 Design

Integration
Manufacturers can enjoy substantial cost reductions by integrating a group of products that are
designed to function as a system, espe1cially if those products have electronic components. For
example, consumers no longer need ~o invest in a separate fax machine, copier and printer,
because several producers have created all-in-one systems. Such integrated design benefits from
the fact that many ofthe required functions are shared by all three (e.g., transferring images onto

1 Note that economies of scale do not necessarily require an intrease in the level of automation - a
completely manual plant can be doubled in size without automftion and still benefit from economies of
seale. ,
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paper). In order to integrate products, manufacturer must develop a new design and possibly
new production processes. As a result, 'ptegration is purely a matter ofR&D.

Economies of Product
A larger product is often less expensive 0 produce than a smaller one, in terms of cost per unit of
function. For example, a larger capaci ~ wind turbine can be less expensive on a per-kilowatt-
hour basis than a smaller turbine. In making a larger turbine, costs per kilowatt-hour will go
down proportionate to the number of steps, such as conveyer belts or stamping machines, that
contribute to cost on the basis of throu ghput rather than area. In other words, the fixed cost of
each throughput-related machine can be spread over more kilowatt-hours, thereby reducing the
cost per kilowatt-hour.

1.3 A Generic Learning Curve

As discussed above, R&D and econo nies of scale (including economies of scale and size of
product), lead to cost reductions
that might not be represented by
cumulative. production. This
suggests that the learning curve
model could be improved by
incorporating other such driving
factors. A conceptual model that
includes such effects is shown in
Box 1.2.

The conceptual model is a
generic model of manufacturing
cost reductions. For specific
technologies, the generic model
might need to be adapted by
removing or adding terms for
several reasons. Some variables
might be co-linear, a reality not
explicitly addressed by this mddel. M
to account for deeper "regime" (i.e.,
product.

1.4 Analysis and Results

B x 1.2 Alternative Conceptual Learning Curve

~~
e Cost per unit
e Constant
e) Cumulative production
a I Elasticity with respect to cumulative production
Rb Cumulative R&D spending
J3 I Elasticity with respect to R&D
E~ Economies of Scale of manufacturing capacity
y Elasticity with respect to manufacturing Economies of Scale
EP Economies of Product (i.e., unit size)
8 Elasticity with respect to Economies of Product
em Long-term, mature cost

In the following analyses of PV, wind turbines, and fuel cells, we use variants of the generic
learning curve as dictated by the availability of data and the particular nature of each technology.
Unfortunately, the availability of data for each of the technologies was quite limited, owing to the
proprietary nature of the most relevant information. This has limited the number of variables that
we could capture in our analysis of each technology, and has provided a rather data-thin basis for
the quantitative conclusions that could be drawn. The variables selected for analysis were
cumulative production and cumulative R&D. These data were limited to time series for the
average annual values of each variable, rather than cross-sectional data for each year which
would have provided far greater variation from which to elicit statistically significant
relationships. Our results are thus suggestive rather than conclusive. Still, as they are based upon
plausible causal assumptions, they can offer some indfcative guidance on the magnitude and
direction of the factors involved. I

I I

reover, other functional forms might be more appropriate
iscontinuous) shifts in the design of the process and/or
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In the table below we summarize the results of our analyses of two key factors - cumulative
production and cumulative R&D expenditures - which plausibly affect the cost per delivered
kWh of electricity from solar photovol aics, wind generators and fuel cells. These are expressed
as the "progress ratios" for each of the factors. Progress ratios express the percentage by which
costs are reduced for each doubling 0 the causal variable (cumulative production, cumulative
R&D). The progress ratios found for umulative production in photovoltaics and wind electric
generators, are consistent with those found by other researchers, such as Laitner (1998), Grubler
(1999) and Williams (1993).

Table 1.1

Progress Ratios ~or Three Emerging Technologies

Cumulative Cumulative
Production R&D

photovoltaics 82% 68%

wind 95% 82%

fuel cells 64-89%

Dynamic treatment of technology chan e has been increasingly reflected in national and
international energy and climate policy modeling (e.g., Azar, 1996; Amano, 1997; Grubler et al
1999B). Progress ratios of this magnitr de have been employed in some of these studies (e.g.,
Grubler et a.l, 1999A). In the U.S., such progress ratios in cumulative production alone would
reduce wind electric generation I costs b~ about 20 to 25 percent and photovoltaic module costs by
up to 75 percent, with the penetration rates implied by various aggressive renewable portfolio
standards (Clemmer et al., 1999).
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2. PHOTOVOLTAICS

Photovoltaic (PV) tech-
nology comprises a wide
range of materials and
designs that directly
generate electricity from
sunlight. The heart of PV
technology is the solar
cell, which uses the
photovoltaic effect (see
Box 2.1) to convert light
to electricity. Solar cells
are connected together
and enclosed within a
protective case. These
encapsulated cells are
called modules. A PV
system consists of one or
more modules plus the
balance of system (BOS),
which includes all other
direct and indirect
components required to
generate usable electricity
(see Figure 2.3).

2.1 Applications and
Systems

100

<,
."--- t-....
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General Remote
As PV costs have come down (see
Figure 2.1), the number of cost-
effective applications have increased.
PV is now cost-competitive in many
general-purpose off-grid applications

I
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that benefit from, but do not require, low maintenance. PV powers campers, boats, remote
vacation houses, remote National Park Service facilities, and off-the-grid villages in developing
countries.

Grid-connected Peaking
In certain areas in the United States, s ch as Hawaii, where the cost of electricity is particularly
high, grid-connected PV is already cos -effective. PV is also cost-effective in many parts of the
country, particularly in the sun belt, f r serving peak loads. During the hottest part of the day,
which coincides with the greatest PV output, space cooling requirements can drive electricity
demand so high that the price utilities .ay for peak service during those hours is many times the
average price of electricity and well ab ve the cost per kWh for pv.

Grid-connected Central and Distribute
Several utilities, most notably Sacram to Municipal Utility District (SMUD), have installed PV
systems in pilot projects. Although V's cost per kWh currently is greater than conventional
sources of electricity, SMUD is dete ined to keep purchasing PV under a policy of Sustained
Orderly Development (SOD). The ide behind SOD is that the commitment to purchase PV will
increase manufacturing output which, i turn, will increase both the rate of learning-by-doing and
manufacturing economies of scale. e end result should be a decrease in price so that PV is
competitive with other sources of gene ation.

Utilities have sponsored centralized d distributed PV pilot projects. Centralized PV projects
follow the traditional utility concept of a large central power generating station that serves
distributed loads (end-use customers) ver the electric grid. Distributed PV projects break from
convention by placing the source of g neration directly on the customer's property (usually on a
rooftop).

Because a central PV system is conce trated in one location, maintenance, although minimal, is
more efficient than with distributed s stems. Some economy of scale is obtained in central PV
systems through slightly lower inverte costs (see discussion in Section 2.4). Central PV systems
also enjoy some savings because eac distributed system requires a special two-way meter that
will send the customer's excess PV el ctricity to the grid or send grid electricity to the customer
when the PV system alone not satisfyi g the local demand. 2

On the other hand, distributed syste s largely avoid the transmission and distribution system,
which in many parts of the country is actually more expensive than the cost of electricity
generation alone. Land requirements d costs for distributed systems are minimal because most
are installed on building rooftops or in multi-use configurations. A multi-use example is the
Sacramento, California airport, where a PV system is installed above the parking lot, providing
shade as an indirect benefit (see the photograph below (Figure 2.2) provided courtesy of the
NREL Picture Information Exchange).

'I If the utility owns a distributed PV system, then a two-way leter is not necessary.
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Figure 2.2: PV System In tailed at the Sacramento, California Airport

Fortunately, PV modules are very odular and any cost differences between central and
distributed BOS are likely offsetting. Therefore, an analysis of PV technology costs will serve
central and distributed grid-connect d applications equally well. Because most off-grid
applications that are technically suitab e for PV are already or nearly cost-competitive with other
generation alternatives, the focus of t is paper will be on systems intended for grid-connected
applications.

2.2 PV Systems
Figure 2.3: PV System Schematic

As mentioned before, PV systems
consist of one or more modules plus
the BOS (see Figure 2.3).

Module
Modules are unique to PV technology
and contribute between 40% and 60%
to total installed system cost. For
these reasons, modules and solar cells
will be discussed at length in later
sections. Phovollaic System

Power Electronics
Modules produce electricity in the
form of direct current (DC), which is compatible with most dedicated remote applications. The
grid, and any application designed to get power from the grid, can only send or receive electricity
in the form of alternating current (Af"). Therefore, an inverter, which transforms DC to AC, must
be included in any grid-based PV system. Inverters contribute significantly to total installed
system cost, but inverter costs are expected to come down as markets expand, both for PV-related
applications as well as other similar applications such as back-up power supplies for computer
systems.
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Support Structures
Whether central or distributed, PV mo ules must have support structures that will endure extreme
physical loads caused by wind, rain, d snow.' Support structures can be fixed or tracking.
Fixed support structures come in three arieties - ground mount, flat-roof mount, and sloped-roof
mount. Trackers, which track the mo ement of the sun to increase solar radiation striking the
cell, are considerably more complicat d and more expensive than fixed structures. On the other
hand, trackers potentially reduce over 11 costs by increasing efficiency, especially when used in
conjunction with concentrators - lens s that concentrate light onto the PV module. Tracking
support structures can be two- or thre -axis. Support structures are typically custom-designed
and constructed, adding unnecessarily to costs. As the PV market expands, support structures
will become standardized and costs wil decrease.

Land I
As mentioned earlier, distributed systems are almost always on available "land" - rooftops. For
utilit~-s.cal~ PV ~e~erating plants, ~heIcost of land as a perce~tage of the tota~ cost to pr~duce
electricity IS negligible, In companso t6 conventional generating sources, PV IS much easter to
site. PV systems are emission-free, sil nt, and pose negligible safety risks",

On-site Labor
As support structures and installation ethods are standardized, the cost of labor to install PV
systems will come down. Until rec ntly, PV modules had to be painstakingly hand-wired
together in the field to form an array, contributing heavily to total installed costs. Now, many
modules come equipped with quick-c ect plugs that dramatically reduce installation time and
labor costs. Although the new plugs dd to the cost of the module, they reduce overall system
costs. This development is a perfe t example of how individual system components are
interrelated and how ultimate mature c sts will only be reached when components are designed to
reduce overall system costs.

Engineering Fees
PV systems have to be custom-design d by energy engineering firms, which adds to the overall
system cost. Again, as systems beco standardized, the need for an engineer to custom-design
each grid-based system will be eli . ated. Off-grid systems may continue to benefit from
custom-design because load matchin and energy storage for off-grid systems will still be
important. I I I

2.3 Manufacturing Process, Technology Description, and Costs

PV cell materials and variants that are urrently used or under consideration include:

• Silicon
=:> Single crystalline silicon (c-Si
=:> Cast silicon
=:> Ribbon silicon
=:> Amorphous silicon (a-Si)

• Cadmium telluride (CdTe)
• Copper indium diselenide (CIS)

3 Building integrated PV systems, such as roofing tiles or wind ws with a built-in layer of solar cells, do
. Inot require support structures.

4 PV systems are completely harmless to operate, but, as with most products, may pose some risks in
TufaCturing
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• Gallium arsenide (GaAs).

Each type has its advantages and disad antages, which will be discussed in more detail in Section
2.3.1. For example, a-Si cells are pro ably the least efficient, but have the potential to be one of
the cheapest cells per Wattpeak(Wp) du to significantly cheaper manufacturing process costs.

Manufacturers can choose from a n mber of proven processes to make one of the primary
materials - silicon, CdTe, CIS, and s - into a solar cell. Researchers continue to develop
new lower-cost processes for making ven higher efficiency cells. Single, poly-crystalline, and
ribbon silicon cells are known as thic cells, which range from 300 to 500 microns thick. The
rest, including a-Si, are thin-film cells, which are about 0.5 to 3 microns thick. Because thin-film
cells contain a small fraction of the V material of thick cells, have far greater manufacturing
yield, and have a higher manufacturin throughput with less expensive processes, thin-film cells
have the potential to be significantly cheaper than thick cells. However, thick cells currently
dominate the market because they are t e most mature and reliable of the cell technologies. Thin-
film cells have yet to reach their low-c st potential.

The flow chart in Figure 2.4 outlines t e steps in manufacturing different types of cells as will be
discussed below.

Figure 2.4 Schematic of th Process for Producing Cells for PV Modules

Thin Film

a-Si
CdTe
CIS
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2.3.1 Cells

Single Crystalline Silicon
The first modern solar cell was mad of monocrystalline silicon (c-Si) in 1954 by a team of
researchers at Bell Laboratories. Sing e crystalline silicon cells, which were in almost half of the
PV modules sold in 1997, have domin ted the PV market ever since. The real advantage of c-Si
is its high efficiency. Standard comm rcial module efficiency is about 15% and has the potential
to reach 22%. "Everything else being qual, the higher the cell efficiency, the lower the cost per
Wp. The major drawback to c-Si sol r cells, though, is that, even when factoring in the higher
efficiency, the cost per Wp is still greater than other cell types. The approximate c-Si
manufacturing cost is about $2.75 per I p today. C-Si has maintained its market share despite the
higher cost because it is the most reliable cell technology, which is essential for remote
applications, and because its higher ef ciency means that more electricity can be generated with
less total area. For applications that have limited space for solar cells, c-Si, then, is the best
option.

Crystal Growth - In 1917, J. Czochr Iski, a Polish physicist, developed a method for growing
silicon crystals. The CZ process, na dafter Czochralski, is the basis for all modern c-Si solar
cells. The process begins by melting igh -quality silicon feedstock at temperatures above 1400°
C in a cylindrical container called a c cible (Sweibel, 1995). The molten silicon is slowly pulled
away from the crucible, thereby for . g a single crystal as it cools. This process is expensive
because it is extremely energy-intensi e and rather slow. The final product, called a boule, can
be as much as 1-2 meters long.

Wafering -- Boules are sliced about 300-500 microns thick to make wafers. A wafer 100
microns thick will perform just as wel as one 500 microns thick, but current sawing technology
is not capable of cutting wafers that thi . Because saws are about as thick as the wafer itself, only
about half of the boule can be used. T e other half is lost as "sawdust" known as kerf loss. Once
cut, the wafers are etched to remove a y surface imperfections from the sawing process and then
cleaned. Wafering costs betwer 20 a d 30 cents per Wp (Maycock, 1998; p. T-I-6).

Cell Production -- As mentioned in Box 2.1, a solar fell must have p- and n-type surfaces.
During the crystal growth stage, boron is added to makf the boule p-type. After the wafering
stage, the top surface of each wafer is made n-type by d<fping it with phosphorous. Each wafer,
then, is p-type on one side and n-type on the other. Metal contacts are deposited to "collect"
electrons flowing from the n-type s rface to the p-type surface. The final step in the cell
production stage is to add an anti-refl ctive coating, which reduces light reflection from 30% to
less than 10% (Zweibel, 1995). Cell p oduction costs about 23 cents per Wp (Maycock, 1998; p.
T-I-9).

Cast or Polycrystalline Silicon I
An alternative to the CZ process is cast silicon, a proces in which molten silicon is poured into
rectangular molds to harden into ingots. Wafering and s bsequent steps are essentially the same
as in the CZ process. The drawback to the cast process i that it produces poly-crystalline silicon
wafers, which are slightly less efficient than single cryst lline wafers. Cast silicon cells have an
efficiency of around 14% today and are expected to rea h an efficiency of about 20% when the
technology matures (Maycock, 1998). Casting has the a vantage of being a much faster and less
expensive process than CZ. Cast silicon's lower efficien y, in comparison to CZ, is compensated
for by its lower cost, giving cast silicon the potential to b cheaper per Wp. Maycock expects that
the manufacturing cost per Wp will be about $1.75 in 2000. In 1997, 34% of the modules
shipped were cast silicon.
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Ribbon Silicon
Ribbon silicon can be made in a few d fferent ways. One company, which calls its process Edge-
defined Film Growth (EFG), heats si .con feedstock in an octagonal tray with a lip around the
edge. This lip has a thin slot, throug which the silicon is vertically pulled to form a thin tube
with an octagonal cross-section. A other ribbon process is known as cast ribbon, which is
essentially the same as EFG except th t a single ribbon is pulled horizontally. A laser then cuts
the tube or ribbon into rectangles. T e advantage of this process is that the wafer-cutting step,
along with kerf loss, is eliminated, thereby reducing silicon usage per Wp by 40 percent
compared to CZ or cast siliconproces cs (Maycock, 1998). This process is also much faster than
CZ and cast silicon. The remaining pr duction steps are as described for c-Si.

Amorphous Silicon
The manufacturing process for amorph us silicon (a-Si) is completely different than the processes
for making other silicon cells. Instead of growing crystals from molten silicon, a-Si is deposited
in layers 0.1 to 0.5 microns thick onto glass or metal substrate. Amorphous silicon is much less
efficient than single and polycrystallin silicon; current commercial modules have efficiencies of
8% and are only expected to reach effi iencies of 14% at maturity. Despite poor efficiency, a-Si
modules have the potential to be signi cantly less expensive than other silicon technologies. One
reason a-Si modules can be cheaper is ecause they use between 1/50thand 1/100th the silicon per
Wp. Another important reason is that t e process of depositing silicon is much faster and cheaper
than growing, casting or ribbon castin silicon. Researchers have been developing a-Si since the
early 1970s, but problems with Ion -term stability have hindered the potential for a-Si to
dominate the PV market, relegating t to micro-scale applications in consumer products like
calculators and watches. Recent pro ess has resulted in a-Si modules with lifetimes over 10
years, the unofficial industry minimum standard.

Cadmium Telluride
Cadmium telluride (Cd'Te) has an ideal bandgap of 1.5eY. Although the first Cd'I'e cell was made
in 1972, CdTe technology has lagged ehind silicon and other thin-film technologies (Zweibel).
Cd'Te, like a-Si, is deposited onto a gla s or metal substrate, but the real advantage of CdTe is that
"almost any means of getting the right ount of Cd and Te on a suitable substrate can be used to
make high-performance CdIe Idevices ' (Zweibel, 1995). Thus, researchers have considerable
leeway in finding the absolute least e pensive method to deposit Cd'Te. Another advantage of
CdTe over a-Si is' that CdTe feedsto ~ is less expensive than silicon feedstock. Commercial
CdTe modules have about the same pre ent and mature efficiency as a-Si. Because Cadmium is a

I

heavy metal, production with Cd'Ie po es certain risks. Once the cadmium is encapsulated in a
module, there is virtually no chance t at any can leak into the environment. Nevertheless, the
perceived risk has inhibited research d development of CdTe technology, illustrated by the fact
that only 0.9 % of 1997 world-wide m dule shipments were CdTe (Maycock, 1998).

Gallium Arsenide
Gallium arsenide (GaAr) is another th n-film material and has the highest efficiency of all cell

I

types - over 25%. However, GaAr is extremely expensive. Although GaAr can be made more
cost-effective by using it in concentrator systems, analysts believe that GaAr will never break out
of niche space-based markets that demand efficiency no matter the cost.

Copper Indium Diselenide
Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS) has been in development since the mid-1970s. Originally, CIS
cells were made using the Czochralski process, the sante process as used in single crystalline
silicon. Although the CZ process yielded CIS cells with excellent efficiency, high CZ P!ocess
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costs spurred researchers to develop 1 w-cost thin-film CIS technology. The CIS manufacturing
process is similar to a-Si. Copper, in ium, selenium, and gallium are all deposited on a low-cost
substrate such as glass, ceramic, steel r polymer. A major advance in thin-film CIS technology
came when researchers substituted allium for some of the indium; gallium raises CIS cell
efficiency and is much cheaper than e indium it displaces. CIS holds the record for highest
thin-film cell efficiency. Commercial CIS modules, though, have about the same efficiency as a-
Si. The real advantage of CIS over a- i is that CIS is exceptionally stable. After seven years of
in-the-field testing, CIS modules have shown no signs of degradation. Siemens Solar Industries
recently announced pilot production f CIS modules at what will probably be a 3 MW plant
(Maycock 1998). Various engineerin cost analyses indicate that CIS modules manufactured in
this and other new plants will cost about $1.00 per Wp and will have the potential for further cost
reductions, making CIS modules extrej ely competitive with other cell types (Maycock, 1998).

2.3.2 Modules

Once solar cells are produced, I PV mules are assembled. Traditionally, modules came in two
basic designs - one for thick and one for thin-film cells. Recent innovations in module design
have blurred the distinction between s lar cell, module and BOS.

Thick Cell
Thick cells, usually 36 per module, a e electrically connected together in series. The group of
cells is then placed on a glass, plastic r metal substrate. A layer of sealant - most manufacturers
use ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA) - is a lied. A top layer of glass or plastic is placed over the
sealant and the whole module is heate so that the sealant melts to form a weather-proof barrier.
Most manufacturers then put a protect ve metal frame, usually aluminum, around the edge. The
frame alone adds about $0.25IWp to t e cost of the module (Hanoka et a1., 1997; p. 14). Many
manufacturers are developing frameles modules to eliminate this cost.

Thin Cell I
Because thin-film solar cells are depos ted on a large substrate, thin-film cells can either be cut to
any size or can be left intact to form a large area cell/module, A backskin, usually made of
Tedlar, is added - thin-film cells are al eady on a substrate. Just as with thick film cell modules,
a layer of sealant and a cover glass or lastic are added to complete the module.

Concentrator
Concentrator modules can use either tick or thin-film cells as long as the particular cell type is
highly efficient. A lens that concentr tes sunlight is fixed above the cells. The solar cells, in
turn, generate more electricit~ due to the intense light, and the added expense of the lens
~ssembly is offse~ by the incr~ased power output. The nfajor drawback of concen~rator modules
IS that they require more maI1tenanc· than regular modules, and they have a higher up-front
capital cost. Furthermore, concentrat r modules will likely be cost-effective only in cloudless
areas, where the incident light ~smost! direct sunlight (rather than indirect reflected or refracted
light), which can be focused by the con entrator.

2.3.3 BOS

Inverters I
An inverter transforms the DC current produced by a motle into AC current compatible with the
grid. Uninterruptible power supply technology, which is designed to back up computer systems
in the event of power failure, is applicable to inverter technology for PV and other renewables.
At the moment, inverters designed for PV are expensive. because of the relatively small market.
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As more PV systems are sold, the cost for PV inverters will come down, largely due to benefits of
economies of scale and to the li ely market entrance of uninterruptible power supply
manufacturers. Inverters cost betwee $.50 and $1.00/Wp today and are expected to drop to less
than $0.25/Wp without any technologi al advancement. This reduction can be achieved entirely
through scale-up. Several PV modul manufacturers have developed microinverters, which are
integral to AC modules and are discus ed further below.

Support Structures
The construction of PV support struc res is similar to that of any other kind of support structure.
Currently, most PV structures are cus om-designed and assembled in the field. As PV systems
become standardized, support structure design will also become standardized, and become a
factory-manufactured product rather tt a site-constructed structure.

2.4 Strategies for Innovation an Cost Reduction

2.4.1 Efficiency Improvements

A central focus of research and d
improvements in efficiency have bee
additional cost. Since power output
proportional to efficiency (assumin
efficiency from 5% to 10% will reduc

elopment has been to increase cell efficiency. Many
obtained through process adjustments with zero or small
is proportional to efficiency, cost per Wp is inversely

the same production cost). For example, improving
costs from, say, $4.00 per Wp to $2.00 per Wp.

Much of the theoretical work in rais g efficiency has been done in the national labs and in
universities. As a general rule ofthu b, there is a 10 to 15 year lag between record efficiencies
in the lab and commercially available odules of equal efficiency. Although companies engage
in formal R&D to raise efficiency, uch of the real rise in commercial module efficiency is
through the process of learning-by-d ing. Even when labs have already paved the way by
establishing the theory behind efficiency gains and even demonstrating those gains in laboratory
settings, companies must, through trial and error, adjust and readjust and even develop new
production processes in order to reach that efficiency.

2.4.2 Materials

Increase in Manufacturing Yield
In the second phase of the PVMa program, an R&D project co-funded by NREL and
participating companies, Siemens Sol r Industries addressed yield loss in its PV manufacturing
processes. Please see Figure X for an example of the costs due to yield loss in the four major
process areas for Siemens. Notice hat the black portion of the graph represents the total
manufacturing cost including overhea~ for each process assuming no yield loss. Starting with the
module production process at the far nght, the white section indicates costs due to yield loss for
that process. Yield loss in the modulo production process adds to all process costs upstream of
module production.

Siemens has taken specific measures in each process to increase yield. In the ingot stage,
. Siemens installed an acid cleaning line for silicon feedstock to minimize impurities that lead to
yield loss. Siemens reduced wafering ~ield loss by adjusting wire saw tension and speed and by
exploring "the properties of the silicon carbide and oil that make up the cutting slurry." (King et
al., 1998; p. 7) In the cell process area, mechanical breakage is the greatest contributor to yield
loss. Therefore, Siemens "identiflied] the fabricationJsteps in which breakage was greatest,
strengthen[ed] feedback on mechanical yield to the op [rators who handle the wafers, ~d ... "
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attempted to understand how substrat and surface properties affect the force required to break a
wafer. (King et aI., 1998; p. 8)

As illustrated by Siemens' efforts to i prove yield, PV manufacturers in general carefully study
their processes and, through trial an error, make iterative adjustments until yield improves.
Increases in yield, then, arise from lea ing-by-doing in the strictest sense.

Reduction in Materials Use
As indicated earlier, reducing the amo nt of photovoltaic material will reduce costs considerably.
Recently, wire saws have replabed dia ond saws as the industry standard. Because wire saws are
thinner, less silicon is wasted as "sJw dust," which translates into significant material cost
savmgs.

Another way to reduce materials use is to eliminate the need for a particular component, such as
the module frame. Many manufacturets have found that support structures provide modules with
strength and stability. Adding a fram I to a module for protection and strength is unnecessary in
most applications with well-designed support structures. Frames can be eliminated, thereby
reducing the amount of material neede for a module.

Substitution of Inexpensive Materials r Expensive Onesl
Because silicon feedstock is very exp nsive, manufacturrrs have tried to make modules that use
less and less silicon. At the. same tim, manufacturers have attempted to make modules that use
other materials such as CdTe or CIS instead of silicon. Substituting less expensive CIS for
silicon promises to lower the cost of a odule substantially.

The liner that prevents moisture from entering the module - EVA or Ethyl Vinyl Acetate - is
fairly expensive and has problems wi h long-term reliability. Over time, EVA tends to break
down and become somewhat opaque, a quality that is very undesirable in a PV module. One
company has developed an EjVA su stitute that seem to have eliminated the problem with
opacity and is actually less expensive t an EVA.

One of the most expensive materials hat go into mod les is cover glass. Some new module
designs use less expensive polymers in tead of cover glas .

2.4.3 Manufacturing and Economi s of Scale

Automated Production
The introduction of machinery that au omatically connects solar cells during module production
is an excellent example of cost reducti on through auto I ation. In manufacturing thick cell PV
modules, each cell must be electrically connected. Until ecently, this process was done by hand.
Nowlan et al. describe this I process in "Cost An lysis of an Automated Process for

I
Interconnecting Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells" as follow :

An operator feeds interconnect ribbon from reels, cuts it to the proper length, and
forms a stress-relief bend. Flux or solder pas e is placed on the cell's front
contact bus, aligned, and soldered with a soldering iron. The process is repeated
to attach a second ribbon to the cell front. Groups of cells with two ribbons
attached are placed face down in an alignment fixture and the ribbons are
soldered to the back contacts to complete a cell string.
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One person produces only about 104 W/yr in manual assembly at a cost of $0.45IWp. A fully
automated assembler, on the other han , produces 1797 kW/yr at a cost of only $O.09IWp. Other
module production processes can simi rly benefit from automation. Automation can result from
learning-by-doing and direct R&D.

Economies of Scale in Manufacturing
Maycock provides a few examples of ow total PV module manufacturing costs decline with
scale-up of production facilities. See igures 2.5 and 2.6.

Figure 2.5 Figure 2.6
Cast Silicon Manufacturing Cost vs. Plant Capaclt a-:;j Manufaclurlng costs vs, Planl Capaclly
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The reduction in cost is not attribu able solely to scale-up because Maycock assumes that
increased efficiency and yield will accompany the expansion of manufacturing capacity.
Nevertheless, the bulk of cost reduc ions depicted in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 are the result of
economies of scale.

As mentioned in the introduction, n anufacturers will often delay the implementation of a
technological innovation until they pla n to expand production. ASE Americas currently has a 4
MW plant that produces thin octagonal tubes of silicon in what it calls the Edge-defmed Film
Growth process. ASE Americas cuts ells out of the octagonal tube with lasers. Because of the
octagonal shape, ASE must discard the eight "corners" so that all cells are flat. Although ASE
Americas has already determined how to avoid this loss - by producing very large round tubes
such that, when cut, the relativ

r

ely sn:all cells, as compared with the size of the tube, will be
virtually flat, thereby avoiding the "co ner" loss - ASE Americas does not plan to introduce this
new technology until its next facility xpansion. At that time, ASE Americas will reduce costs
through economies of scale and greate efficiency of silicon use.

2.4.4 Design

Integration
A recent innovation in module desigr is the integration of power electronics into the module
itself. Micro-inverters are placed within the module so th t the output directly from the module is
AC, not DC. Although many more mi~ro-inverters must e manufactured that standard inverters,
the cost of an AC module PV system is actually lower than the cost of a DC module system.
Micro-inverters are all the same size and, therefore, can enefit greatly from economies of scale
in manufacturing. System sizing is unnecessary with AC modules. With DC modules, an
engineer must determine the size of the system, then c oose a corresponding inverter. If the
system needed to be expanded, a new inverter would hate to be purchased. With AC modules,
the inverter is already included with each additional module. Sizing the system precisely is much
less important. Adding AC modules to the system requir s no replacement of existing equipment.
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Increase in Cell Size for Economies of roduct
Increasing cell size lowers all costs t at are throughpu related. For example, a machine that
picks up a cell and places it in another achine for proce sing contributes as much to the cost of a
smaller cell as it does to a larger cell. Because the large cell produces more electricity than the
smaller cell, the costs associated with t at machine are lower on a per-W, basis for the larger cell.

2.5 Analytical Framework

As discussed in Section 1, there are everal factors that contribute to cost reduction, including
learning-by-doing (acquired from cum lative production experience). R&D. economies of scale,
and economies of product - all of Wl·'Ch can
be accommodated in a generic mo el of
technological learning, as in Bo 1.2.
Generally, however, data limitatio will
limit the extent to which a generic mo el can
be explored based on empirical data.

In the case of PV, we have explor d the
contribution to learning of tw key
independent variables cu lative
production and cumulative R&D
expenditures. (See Box 1.1) Sufficie t data
is available for these two factors to p rmit a
useful analysis.

2.6 Results

Box 2.2 Learning Model for PV

C = Co • Cpa. RDP

where:
C cost per unit
Co constant
CP Cumulative production;
a. el~city with respect to cumulative production;
RD C ulative R&D spending;
J3 elasticity with respect to R&D;

I

Figure 2.7
Historic Module Price/Cost
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For competitive reasons, companies re not
willing to release cost information. or the
years 1975-1991, we relied upon ag regate
price data collected by Maycock 1998).
This price data, shown in Figur 2.7,
represents the average price for olume
orders from major PV compJies. I dustry
experts widely agree that duribg this eriod,
PV manufacturers were not making rofits,
which implies that the price of volume orders
does not exceed actual production co ts, but
is probably close to them: Therefor, price
during this period is a reasonable pro y for cost. In the 1990s, prices had fallen sufficiently to
spur demand for PV modules, for exa pIe in developing countries where installing PV systems
for rural electrification is in many c es less expensive than extending the grid. As demand
began to rise, PV manufacturers were, for the first time, in the position to hold prices constant.
At the same time, costs continued to decline. After the dissociation of price and cost around
1992, price was no longer a reasonable proxy for production costs. Fortunately, in the early
1990s, NREL began collecting cost data from participants in the PVMaT program, which is a
public-private partnership aimed at improving PV manufacturing technology and reducing costs.
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Figure 2.8
Cumulative Production
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Because of confidentiality agre ments,
NREL could not release its cost info ation.
However, NREL did publish a w ighted
average cost per Wp for each year, b sed on
actual production costs faced by VMaT
participants. We, therefore, chose to se this
NREL cost data for the years 1992-19 7.

Ideally, we would have used a richer
database of actual production cost dat . As it
is, we only have one data point for each year,
most of which are price data. Furthermore,
because PV modules vary significantly in
type and design, it is not possi Ie to
distinguish between costs of different ypes of module. If the data permitted, we would regress
PV technology-specific costs against t chnology-specific R&D and cumulative production.

Cumulative production data, unlike c st data, are freely available, although generally not well
collected. We relied on data collected y Maycock for our global cumulative production data and
verified this data by comparing it to ata published by the European Commission. There were
only minor inconsistencies in the ear y years,
so we feel confident in the accuracy 0 this data
on the whole. These are shown in Fi re 2.8.

For public R&D data, we chose to us
report, entitled lEA Energy Technol R&D
Statistics 1974 - 1995. Althou h some
country-specific sources of data may be more
accurate for the countries that have ~ompiled
such data, we chose, for the ake of
consistency, to use global R&D data ompiled
by the lEA, shown in Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9
Cumulative Public R&D
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2.6.1 Regression Coefficientsand atistics

The model oftechnologicalleaming fo PV, as expressed in Box 2.2, can be re-expressed as:

for the purposes of fitting the empirica data using a simple regression analysis. Below in Box 2.3
is a listing of our regression result. Although the F-stat and all t-stats are each strongly
significant, it is important to issue the aveat that they are not a reliable indicator of the goodness
of the fit. Because the data series is hi hly autocorrelated - as is any time series of a cumulative
variable (such as cumulate producti n or cumulative R&D) - the goodness of fit will be
exaggerated.
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I

Box 2.3

Regression Results and Significance

I 0.:88
Rsquare Adjusted R square

I I
F-stat Significance

I0.976 0.974 407.903 0.000

Coefficiejnt t-stat Significance
lag eo 3.652 54.578 0.000
a -0.0742 -2.477 0.022
~ -0.281 -6.812 0.000
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Figure 2.10

Modeled PV odule Price and Historic Price
Versus Cu ulative R&D and Production
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Figures 2.10 and 2.11 graphical~y displ y the relationship between our model results and
empirical cost data.
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Figure 2.11 I
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2.6.2 Scenarios

Based on our regression results, we de eloped several scenarios of PV cost projections. First of
all, we developed two basic PV cost m dels, the base model and the "thin-film" model. The base
model simply uses the regression coeff cients given in Box 2.3, which are based on aggregate PV
data that includes all PV technologie. Although the data cannot firmly support technology-
specific models, we wanted to get a s nse of what a thin-film learning curve model might look
like because most experts agree tha thin-film has the potential to be the lowest-cost PV
technology. We decided to adjust the regression constant, keeping all coefficients the same, so
that the cost curve is fitted to a PVrVIaT cost projection for 2003. PVMaT cost projections
include more than thin-film technolog ies, but we assume that thin-film is the dominant force
behind the PVMaT cost reductions. Irhe idea behind this scenario is that if the PVMaT cost
projection is reasonable, and it seems t ~be so because it is based on cost projections done by real
PV manufacturers, then "thin-film" technologies are on a different cost reduction trajectory than
the historical aggregate cost reduction trajectory represented by the base model. If this is the
case, then as we project costs out to 20 0 we need to account for this different trajectory.

Next, we decided to run three diff rent scenarios based on varying levels of cumulative
production and R&D for both of our models. The Mid scenario applies to future years the
average annual historic growth rate for production and R&D. The High scenario applies to future
years double the average annual histori c growth rate for production and R&D. The Low scenano
apphes to future years an annual growth rate of zero for production and R&D, so that the annual
addition of production and R&D is constant. t
Our model provides the projected PV module cost per p, not per kWh. In order to assist the
reader in comparing PV costs to costs of different kinds of generating technologies, we present
the results on a per-kWh basis. In converting from cost per Wp to cost per kWh, we make several
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assumptions: 1) the module comprises 0% of the total i stalled cost, and 40% of the total cost is
related to BOS and all other miscell neous costs; 2) he PV module is operating in a high
insolation area with a capacity factor f 25%; 3) the fi ed O&M is $5 per kW-year; 4) capital
costs per year are based on a fixed c arge factor of 11 o. Figure 2.12 shows our projections
based on the stated assumptions.

Figure 2.12
Projected rv Costs per kWh 1998 - 2020
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Figure 2.13 is a snapshot of the yea 2015, assuming different annual production and R&D
growth rates. Clearly, the model sho that annual prod ction has a much larger impact on PV
costs than R&D. Note also that costs f r thin-film techno ogies are already significantly less than
the average of all PV technologies.
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Figure 2.13
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It appears that R&D plays a less impo ant role in reduc ng PV costs than production. However,
these results do not show the relative impacts for equiv lent investments. As mentioned earlier,
conclusions about the relative impact f the independen variables may be problematic given the
limited database.

Furthermore, the relationship between R&D and PV cos reductions may not be fully captured by
this regression. For example, ~&D co ld be a necessary condition for cost reductions. Beyond a
certain level of funding, further R&D may not reduce costs dramatically, but PV costs may not
come down at all without a certain level ofR&D spending. We do not know how PV costs would
have come down, if at all, over time had there been no R&D spending. Since all we know is what
happened to PV costs over time with R&D spending, Iere is no way to prove that R&D is a
necessary condition for cost reducti ns. Although e cannot prove R&D is a necessary
condition, based on the review of liter ture and interview with industry experts and the results of
the PVMaT, R&D is clearly an import t component in r dueing PV costs.
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3. WIND TURBINES

For at least one thousand years, windm lIs have been used to create mechanical work to mill grain
or pump water. Within the last centu ,their design was modified to create wind turbines that
produce electricity, or electrical work. The basic idea behind a wind turbine is that the kinetic
energy of the wind is captured and tr sferred into electricity. Although the concept is simple,
designing a turbine that can withstand rbulence and dynamic loads is a challenge.

The market has strongly favored the b'orizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT), over the eggbeater
shaped vertical axis wind turbine (VA.WT). In land-constrained countries (including much of
Europe), larger turbines with bigger blades and taller towers are in demand to capture more
energy per acre of land used and to decrease wind farm costs in offshore locations. Several wind
turbine sub-systems are being redesigned to increase turbine efficiency and manufacturing
throughput. Many manufacturers are also attempting to reduce the cost of turbines by decreasing
the amount and weight of materials used, to make lighter, less expensive machines. This chapter
will examine some of these technical trends.

3.1 Applications and Wind Turbine Systems

In order to explore both past and predicted wind turbine technical innovations, it is important to
understand how wind turbines generat electricity, and some of the technical detail behind their
various sub-systems. This section 0 tlines where winr turbines are used and how the sub-
systems come together to generate elec ricity.

3.1.1 Applications

Many power sources (fossil, nuclear, orne hydro and biomass) can generate power as needed,
because the fuel is readily available a1 the generator (e.g., stockpiled coal, nuclear rods, stored
biomass, reservoir water). On the other hand, wind turbines are intermittent, generating power
only at the times that the wind blo s at a sufficiently high speed". As electricity is more
expensive when demand is high, if th wind resource ciresponds to periods of high demand it
has a higher market value (i.e, the av ided cost of gen ation is higher). When evaluating the
cost-effectiveness of wind power gen rators in a particUJlar area, it is important to evaluate the
temporal pattern of the wind regime, it correlation with the temporal pattern of demand, and the
availability and costs of other resource available to meet ~hat demand.

The best wind resource for generating lectricity is one t~at is strong and steady. Weak winds do
not have enough energy to produce a seful amount of power, and gusty winds stress the wind
turbine system, which can cause da ge and shorten the turbine's life. Most installed wind
turbines are designed to operate opti lly at one partic~lar speed (or two speeds for two-speed
generators), producing power within range around tha optimal wind speed. The blades of a
turbine remain idle until the wind spe d reaches the de igned cut-in (or starting) speed for the
turbine, and power output is maximiz at the optimum design speed, which is in the middle of
the range. The wind turbine is designed to avoid damage from very strong gusts by stopping if
the wind reaches a designated cut-out speed. Several wind turbine applications are summarized
in Box 3.1. I

5 Wind turbines could provide power steadily if coupled with a/storage device, such as pumped hydro or
compressed air. I
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Through the 1980s and into the late 1990s, the majority of the capacity produced has been
installed in specific regions of the Unit d States and Europe. In 1996, approximately 95% of the
total wind turbine capacity in the Unit d States resided in California, due to favorable wind sites
and significant tax incentives (EIA 1 96). During the same year, 68% of Europe's installed
capacity was concentrated in German and Denmark. The percentage of total capacity rises to
91% when Spain, the Netherlands and the UK are included (BTM Consult, 1998). Figure 3.1
shows the distribution of the world's total capacity throughout the 80s and 90s. The largest
capacity increase in the 1990s occurre in Europe, where the average capacity increased at a rate
of 40% per year from
1991-1997, (EWEA,
1996). In addition to
Europe and the U.S., this
graph shows that in the
mid-90s, India installed so
much capacity that by the
end of 1997, it had
approximately half of the
total capacity of the
United States.

State plans and industry
projections indicate that
total capacity will expand
throughout Europe, will
slowly continue in the
U.S. and will grow in
developing countries.
BTM Consult predicts

Figure 3 1. Global Cumulative Wind Turbine Capacity
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that in 2002, Europe's capacity will be about two and a halftimes 1997 capacity, or 12,449 MW,
due to new installations, as well as ignificant additions in Italy and Sweden (BTM Consult
1998). In the same time period, US. capacity IS expected to almost double (to 2,886 MW),
India's capacity should more than do ble (to 1,940 MW) and China's capacity is projected to
increase six-fold to 896 MW (BTM Cbnsult, 1998). This prediction would mean that, in 2002,
the combined capacity for India and C~ina would be the same as the total installed capacity in the
US. Within the United States, ca~lacity additions will be in Minnesota, Iowa, Wyoming,
Washington and Texas, in addition to rther expansions in California.

3.1.2 Wind Turbine System

Figure 3.2 depicts schematically the tind
turbine system, including the balance of
system. A wind turbine has between one
and four blades, each with one end a hed
to the rotor that is secured to a shaft. As
the wind pushes on the blades, their ape Blades~
causes lift to occur (in a manner simil r to Rotor~. ¢!:=:::;::::=> +- Nacelle/
the wings of an airplane), and the b ades '. drivetrain
rotate, turning the shaft. The wind e ergy
becomes rotational energy that is
transferred through a system of gears' the
nacelle to an electrical generator, here
electricity is produced. BQth the rotOland
nacelle assemblies reside on top of a t wer.
Various attributes of the blades, rotor nd drive train are controlled by electronics, individual to
the turbine. Several wind turbines Can be installed and connected together to create a wind farm,
with common monitoring and control equipment. The monitoring and control electronics, the
land, and other infrastructural elements comprise the balance of the system

Figure 3.2. Wind Turbine System
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3.2 Manufacturing, Technology Description And Cost

3.2.1 RotorBlades

Wind turbines have between one and our blades, though the most common designs used today
have two or three blades. A two-blad design is lighter, which reduces friction in the gearbox for
the amount of energy captured, yet it is less aerodynamically stable than a three-blade design.
The two-blades interact with the wind more. dynamicapy, which creates large forces that can
increase the stress on the turbine system. Rotor blades Cl:}11 cost between 11.2 - 16.5 % of the total
cost of the wind turbine (including the tower) (Starcher, 1998; PERI, 1995; Lynette & Associates,
1995; 1996).

In order to capture the maximum amIlnt of wind at a particular site, the airfoil (or shape of the
blade) is optimized for the wind con itions. Airfoil design must account for several concerns,
such as debris on the blade, flexibilit under high winds (so the other parts of the turbine are
spared the additional stress), and ope ation under variable wind speeds. Computer models help
the designer choose the best shape for the site's wind conditions. Due to the complexity of airfoil
shapes, turbine blades are often handmade, typically of 1berglass or a wood-epoxy combination.
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3.2.2 RotorHub

The blades are connected to the hub a the turbine, which translates the aerodynamic lift of the
turbine blades into the rotational enerl of the low-speed shaft. The hub sub-system is designed
to be either stiff or teetered. A teeteree hub acts like a shock system and allows the rotor hub to
move slightly up and down, thus sorbing any extreme stresses on the turbine. This is
particularly useful for two-bladed tufbines, which are less aerodynamically stable and have
greater dynamic loading on the turbine.1 A stiff hub holds the hub system perpendicular to its axis
of rotation (around the low-speed shaft) at all times. Although the turbine is subjected to more
stress, the absence of a teetered hub reduces weight and materials, simplifying turbine design and
reducing costs by 3 - 5% (Lynette & Associates, 1995; 1996).

Most wind turbines installed today are designed to operate optimally at one speed. Because
extremely strong winds can cause wear and tear, braking systems are required to avoid shortening
component lifetimes. To ensure that the rotor remains at the design speed despite variations in
the wind, the angle and shape of the blade's airfoil can control the speed either passively or
actively. Passive control can be achiev d through stall regulation, whereby the shape of the blade
causes lift to be lost if the hub is rotati g faster than desired. Active control mechanically alters
the blades' pitch angle during operatio to optimize the turbine's electricity generation. Though
active control maximizes output, it ds a mechanical sub-system to the turbine, increasing
weight, materials and maintenance costr'

Wind turbine blades can be designed fO either face upwind or downwind. A downwind rotor,
which is most commonly used in two-bladed turbines, is downwind of the turbine tower and
therefore has to deal with the wind turbulence that the tower creates, whereas an upwind rotor
avoids this additional turbulence. U wind systems, however, require active yaw systems (as
described below).

The yaw system allows the rotor axis C .e., hub and blade system) to rotate in a horizontal plane,
maintaining a proper orientation as the wind shifts. Slight directional variation of wind direction
occurs minute by minute and larger v iations can change within an hour or two. The yaw can
position the turbine hub in the directio of the wind passively or actively. An active yaw uses a
mechanical system to position the tur ine rotor axis into the wind, thus avoiding the turbulence
from the turbine tower. A free yaw s stem is not mechanical and allows the wind to push the
turbine blades to the optimal positio instantaneously, reducing the weight and amount of
instrumentation needed. Free yaw syst ms, however, can only implemented with downwind rotor
systems, which are subject to the additi nal wind turbulence created by the tower.

3.2.3 DriveTrain I

The win? drives the hub sha~ at a relaFively low rotati01alspeed. A gearbox is used to increa~e
the rotational speed to approximately If 00 rpm - the spe d of a typical generator. The gearbox IS

the most expensive part of the drivet ain, constituting 3.6 - 26.5% of the total turbine cost
(Starcher, 1998; PERI, 1995; Lynette & Associates, 1995; 1996). A mechanical disc braking
system is fixed on the high-speed shaft and is used in cases where the rotor braking system fails
or when maintenance needs to be perfo med.

Asynchronous generators are generally avored for wind turbines, as they accept some variation -
or slip - of the turbine speed. As the wind strength fluctuk.tes, the generator's ability to operate at
slightly varying speeds reduces wear on the generator components. Despite the fact that generic-
rather than custom-designed - generators are typically employed for wind turbine" genT'O"
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contribute about 7% of the total turbin cost (Starcher, 1998; PERI, 1995; Lynette & Associates,
1995; 1996).

3.2.4 Structure

The remaining structure of the wind rbine includes several sub-systems, including the nacelle,
the wind station and the tower. The ntcelle is the outer housing that contains the gearbox, high-
speed shaft and braking system, generftor and power electronics. The nacelle must be designed
aerodynamically to minimize the tur~ine's wake for other turbines arranged in a wind farm.
Although it is custom-designed and manufactured for the wind industry, the nacelles cost only
3.4-3.7% of the total (PERI, 1995; Lynette & Associates, 1995; 1996). Attached to the back of
the nacelle is a miniature wind station that measures the speed and direction of the wind, using an
anemometer and wind vane.

The final part of the turbine structure itself is the tower. Towers must be tall enough to allow the
turbine blades to rotate freely. Several types of towers are used, including lattice towers and
tubular towers; the choice depends ory the wind conditions and design of the rest of the wind
system. Towers cost approximately 0% of the total system cost (Starcher 1998; PERI 1995;
Lynette & Associates, 1995; 1996). Lattice towers are cheaper, but tubular towers protect
maintenance workers in adverse wea er conditions (Zond Z-750 series). The advantages and
disadvantages of both will be explored rther in the section below on innovation.

3.2.5 Controls

Several of the sub-systems described i the previous sections require electronic control systems.
The wind station provides important .nd information to the master control system so that the
active yaw and the blade pitch can e positioned for maximum wind energy capture. Wind
information is also used to determine hen the turbine reaches the cut-in and cut-out speeds so
that the generator can be connected d disconnected kccordingly. At dangerous speeds, the
electronics disengage the turbine blad s by either lockl" g the active yaw or rotating the active
pitch blades out of true. If that syste fails, brakes are employed on the high-speed shaft. An
electronic system controls the speed at which two-sp ed generators operate. All information
collected by the electronics system ar provided to the ind farm operators so they can monitor
the performance of each turbine make adjustments as necessary. Electrical controls
constitute a large portion of total costs - somewhere between 10 and 16. 9% - and they are often
custom-built and designed for wind turbines (Starcher, 1998; PERI, 1995; R. Lynette &
Associates, 1996).

3.2.6 Balance of System

Wind Farm Control Electronics t
A wind farm is controlled using exten ive centralized el ctronics that help the operators monitor
each turbine. A computer system i required to pro ess the incoming data, to control the
electronic systems in each turbine, to allow for an ope ator to override the controls in case of
emergency, and to record information e.g., wind speed fd. direction). Control lines are installed
to connect each turbine to the central control station.. building is also required to house the
operators and the wind farm control sy tern.

Electricity Equipment
The electricity generated from the wind farm must be conditioned to be compatible with the local
electricity distribution system. Each turbine is equipped with a transformer to change the voltage
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of the alternating current the generator roduces, and to isolate turbines from each other and from
the electrical system. This separation p otects the turbines in the wind farm from problems within
the distribution system and vice ver a. Electricity generated is then fed into a plant-wide
substation that regulates the electric vo ge from the wind farm.

Other
Several other sub-systems comprise he rest of the balance of system. Some wind farm
developers purchase the land on which the turbines reside, while others rent land from farmers or
other owners. One advantage of wind power generation is that the majority of the land can be
safely used for other purposes, such as cattle grazing or for growing crops. In order to secure the
bottom of the turbine's tower firmly to the ground, a foundation is built. Roads are also built to
each turbine to allow workers and equipment (including cranes) to access the sites so that the
turbines can be installed and so that operations and maintenance can be performed. Finally, if the
wind farm property is not already fenced in (because it is not located on a farm, for example),
then a fence is placed around the wind farm.

The balance of system constitutes approximately 25% of total wind farm costs (Starcher, 1998;
Spera, 1994). Unfortunately, many of these costs are unavoidable since construction is often far
from existing infrastructure, and the electricity generated must be properly conditioned so that it
does not damage the electrical distribution system.

3.3 Strategies for Innovation am Cost Reduction1

Having described the components and sub-systems com rising a wind turbine system, we now
explore the current and future innovat ons that are exp cted reduce future costs. Wind turbine
innovations can be broken down into t fvotypes: those that are the result of R&D, and those that
are the result of increased production. For most electricity generation technologies, research and
development is often viewed as an imj ortant way to refine the overall design through increased
efficiency of electricity generation an use of improved materials. Innovations can also entail
replacing labor-intensive, handcrafted ( omponents with '!omponents that rely more on automated
production. Specific improvements in vind turbine components and manufacturing are described
to illustrate the potential for cost reduction. Box 3. ~ categorizes schematically the major
innovations spurred by R&D and incres sed production.

Box 3.2. Wind Turbine hlnovations

Design
Rotor blades
Structural

Design
Yaw
Modeling

RESEARCH AND Dl VELOPMENT INNOVATIONS
Efficiency Materials

Rotor blade Rotor Blades
Drive Train Towe s

Electronics Generators

CUMULATIVE PE,ODUCTION IN ~OVA TIONS
Manufacturing and economies of scale

Automated production
Economies of scale
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With accumulated experience, manufa turers, assemblers and operators of wind turbines make
incremental improvements in the desig ,manufacturing, and operation. This technological
learning is especially important when technology or process is new, and becomes less so as it
matures. In the past three decades, the ~eneral design of wind turbines has not drastically
changed; there have been incremental dhanges only, such as advances in blade airfoil, different
materials, taller and tubular towers, and two-speed generators. Because the technology is closer to
maturity (and cost-effectiveness) than most other renewable energy technologies, evolutionary-
as opposed to revolutionary - design cllanges are expected to result from future learning. Still,
such innovations are expected to further improve the performance of wind turbines, and make
wind-generated electricity more cost-competitive.

3.3.1 Design

Rotor Blades
The first major wind turbine advances involved significantly reduce the number of blades from
over twenty to two or three. Reducing the number of blades meant that each blade needed to be
more efficient at capturing the wind's energy. At first, American engineers made the airfoil
design (i.e., the blade profile) similar to airplane wings and helicopter blades, including a tapered
design. After experience with turbines in California, the designers realized that turbine blades
rotate slowly and that they have to deal with complex turbulent winds not present for airplanes or
helicopters. Therefore, design modifications were tested, such as twisted blade profiles and

I

variations in the thickness and width ofthe blades. A variety of different airfoil designs are used
today, and the National Renewable En rgy Laboratory i I Golden, CO expects that its new airfoil
designs for large wind turbines can im rove annual energ capture by 8% to 10% (NREL, 1998).

Structural design
Several design changes have greatly mproved the per rmance of modem-day wind turbines.
Designers moved away from a large, solid-concrete t er to more aerodynamic and flexible
designs, which decrease wind turbulence and its associate d stresses on the blades and mechanical
systems of the turbine. Truss (i.e., lattide) designs were found to provide the required stability and
strength. More recently, tubular towe have been introduced to further decrease turbulence and
increase flexibility, without compromi ing strength. Though they provide a higher-performance
design, tubular towers are more costly, so some designs ontinue to favor the less expensive truss
tower for three-bladed designs. Beca se two-bladed wi d turbines undergo particularly severe
stress due to greater dynamic forces, ey use the mor flexible tubular towers, secured to the
ground through cables, which provide small shock syst m that can absorb some of the dynamic
load. Teetered hubs - as opposed to r gid hubs - furthe reduce dynamic load, by allowing the
angle of the entire hub to vary and mor effectively shed turbulence.

As tower strength improved, taller tow rs were used to c pture the higher energy winds that are at
higher elevations. As stated before, 0 stacles (including the ground) tend to decrease the wind's
strength, so the best resources tend to e high above the round. Although a taller tower accesses
a better wind resource, it also implies ore construction materials and the greater cost assembly
cost. These advantages and disadva ges must be W1ighed for each specific site to find the
optimal system.

Modeling
Since the early 1980s, computers have become increasingly powerful analytic tools, and wind
turbine development has benefited significantly. In particular, modeling has helped designers
numerically model the complex forces a given turbine design undergoes. Designers must
understand and account for the complex and erratic forces that turbulence imposes upo~ wind
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turbines, and that turbine sub-systems ~e.g., tower) impose upon each other. Detailed and precise
modeling of these forces allows engi I eers to create designs that are more robust and perform
better.

Yaw
According to NREL researchers (Thresher, 1998), a "bold concept" in the two-bladed turbine's
yaw design is being studied jointly in furope and the U.S. Instead of rotating only the rotor and
nacelle assembly, the yaw is located at the base of an airfoil-shaped tower, which means that the
entire turbine (tower and all) adjusts to shifting wind conditions. Orientating the tower optimally
with respect to the wind provides not only a more aerodynamic shape that reduces turbulence, but
also provides stability and damping.

3.3.2 Efficiency Improvements

The amount of electricity generated b~~a wind turbine depends upon a number of factors. Wind
speeds are higher at higher elevations I~ecause there are !fewer obstructions (trees, buildings, the
land itself, etc.), so taller towers allow the blades to access more energy. Lighter turbine systems
permit more energy to be translated into electricity, dud to the reduced friction in the gearbox.
Finally, larger turbine blades capture more wind and, therefore, could generate more electricity.
By increasing the amount of wind energy captured and by reducing losses, wind turbine
efficiency can be notably increased.

Rotor Blades i
An important advance in turbine e ciency came wit the creation of dynamic blade pitch
adjustment. Varying the pitch angl.e a lows the blade to apture significantly more of the wind's
energy. Dynamically adjusting the bla pitch is particul rly important in areas where wind speed
varies significantly. Also, insects an debris depOSite~ on the wind turbine during normal
operation effectively change the shape of the airfoil. Th ability to change the blade pitch angle
allows the controller to compensate for the blade's varyin shape.

A further advance that European resea chers find potent~ally promising is the use of partial span
systems of pitch control. Rather than her the pitch of tlie entire blade, their research shows that
changing the pitch of a portion of the lade makes the tU~ine more responsive and increases the
quality of power control, yet may be ore economic (E A, 1996). Unfortunately, the partial
pitch design has been shown to increas the noise level a sociated with power generation.

The U.S. National Renewable Ener y Laboratory (NREL) has joined with industry and
incorporated three design modification into two-bladed turbines that in combination are expected
to increase annual energy production y as much as 15 ercent without increasing turbine costs
(NREL, 1998). The first modification is to increase bla e diameter, so that a larger swept area
can capture more of the wind's energy. Second, they pl to replace active pitch control with an
improved spoiler-flap design; spoiler-fl ps are movable fl ps on the trailing edge of the blade that
control speed and increase energy cap re, similar to the flaps on an airplane wing. Third, they
plan to include vortex generators - sm 11fins affixed to t e back surface of the blade at a variety
of precise angles so as to produce a s all amount of tur ulence. This is especially important at
low wind speeds, so that the air flo remains attached to the blade surface, which prevents
aerodynamic stall.
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Drive Train
Wind turbine drive trains come in three configurations: fixed-speed, two-speed or variable-speed
generators. Most turbines that are ins~lled today have a fixed-speed generator that can operate
only within a very narrow range of conditions. Fixed-speed generators are not optimal in areas
where the wind resource blows weakl~ and erratically, which is true of most areas. Two-speed
designs were introduced in the late 1980s to address this by using either two separate generators
or manipulating the electromagnetic properties of a single generator to switch between two
different optimum speeds. The turbine can take advantage of a wider range of wind speeds,
increase the capacity factor, and thus capture more of the wind's energy. The continuously
variable speed generator is a fairly new design. The range of wind speeds within which the
generator can maintain high power quality is fairly narrow, but the advantage is that, as the wind
speed increases and decreases, the generator continuously operates at full capacity. The choice of
which generator configuration to use depends on the local wind characteristics.

Electronics
As operators and programmers have accumulated experience with wind turbines, they have
significantly improved the electrical systems that control turbine operation, One example is the
improvements achieved in the feedbafk control of the drive train and rotor loads; they allow
various sub-systems (e.g. dynamic y~r and blade PitCh

t
to be optimally positioned quicker for

more effective power generation. T,e result of bette control systems is "improved turbine
reliability, lower operation and maintenance costs, an increased annual energy production"
(NREL, 1998). I

Another example of electronic improvements is that control electronics in the generator can now
allow constant power generation, despite variable wind conditions. This is achieved because the
generator is structured to allow some amount of slip, as described earlier. As the torque on the
drive shaft varies, the generator will increase or decrease its speed slightly, thus placing less
mechanical stress on the gearbox. Ie resulting highe quality electric power is less likely to
interfere with the electric system's i tegrity. Control electronics have thereby increased the
amount of energy capture, decreased aintenance exp ses, and increased the range of wind
speeds over which energy can be captu ed.

In addition to the control electronics there are also ower quality controls that ensure the
electricity generated by the wind turbi e is compatible ith the end use (i.e., electricity grid or
end-use appliances). If a wind turbine ere connected to the grid instantaneously (as with the flip
of a switch), it would create a large transient power drain to magnetize the generator, then a
power surge as the turbine became ngaged. Today, ~oft-start electronics are employed to
gradually connect the turbine to the po er system; much like an automobile transmission slowly
allows the engine power to be translate to the wheels of e vehicle. Furthermore, the electronic
system will monitor the voltage and fre uency ofthe maiy grid, to ensure that the turbine's power
output is compatible with it.

3.3.3 Materials

Rotor Blades
New material choices for blades have s gnificantly decreased the weight and expense of turbines,
Before the 1980s, blades were made lof steel, aluminum and wood, In the 1980s fiberglass
became the material of choice and, sHortly thereafter, a boat designer in Michigan introduced
wood-epoxy because of its light weight and ease of manufacture into complex designs.
Fiberglass and wood-epoxy continue to dominate the market today, but stronger and lighter
composites such as carbon-reinforced plastics are just beginning to appear,
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I
Towers I
For towers, the move has been toward~ lighter materials as well. Before the 1980s, towers were
often made from concrete, making them difficult to maneuver during installation, as well as
subject to wear from the weather and 'dynamic loading of the turbine. More recently, steel has
been used to decrease the total materials used, without compromising strength.

Generators
Although substituting stronger, more lightweight materials will decrease turbine weight and cost,
eliminating parts or sub-systems has even greater potential. One example is the elimination of the
gearbox in turbines that use direct-drive generators. Advanced, low-speed generators allow the
hub's shaft to be connected directly to the generator. Not only can the turbine generate power at
variable speeds, but it eliminates the gearbox and its associated frictional losses, and reduces
maintenance requirements. Although the RiS0 National Laboratory of Denmark found that the
synchronous generator was better for direct-drive turbines, the associated weight and cost was not
cost competitive with traditional drive-trains (RiS0, 1995). Researchers at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden, CO are in the process of testing promising direct-drive
generator designs that incorporate a permanent-magnet, which they hope will be the prototype of
cost-competitive designs in the future (NREL, 1998). Another way to eliminate the gearbox is to
use electronics instead. A recent EPRIIDOE study characterizing energy technologies chose fully
rated converters (electronics that allo for elimination 0 the gearbox) as an advance that could
become commercial in the nextlseven ears (EPRI/DOE, 1996).

3.3.4 Manufacturing and Ernomi of Scale

Automated Production
The manufacture and assembly of several wind turbine components currently is labor-intensive,
as the components must be hand-crafted. For many wind turbines, this includes the manufacturing
of the blades, nacelle and some electric and control components, as well as the assembly of the
rotor, hub and tower (NRELIPERI, 1995). Since JI anufacturing and assembly of these
components can cost over 30 percent f the total turbine cost, an important goal of wind turbine
development is to reduce these costs.

New manufacturing processes might pr ve able to make ltghter components more quickly that are
less costly to create. For example, rot r blades that are I ultruded (i.e., the raw blade material is
pulled through the desired profile inste d of handcrafted I yer-by-layer in a mold) weigh less than
one-half of today's stiff systems, and re projected to h ve manufacturing costs less than one-
third as much (Cheney, 1997). How ver, as "a flexi Ie rotor incorporating twist and taper
demonstrates a weight savings of over 0% compared to he pultruded blade, and when factoring
in its improved performance, achieve essentially the ame cost of energy" (Cheney, 1997),
pultrusion technology must be further r fined before it is conomically competitive.

Generally, as production levels increa e, cost will deer ase - reflecting economies of scale in
manufacturing technologies. Althoug this holds true £ r the construction of wind turbines, it
may provide relatively little cost reduct on, because several components are handcrafted and hand
assembled.

The innovations described here are spurred by R&D and cumulative production experience. The
next section of this report will explore statistically the impacts cumulative R&D and cumulative
production have had upon historically decreasing turbine costs.
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3.4 Analytical Framework

Based on empirical data, a simple model was developed to express the cost of wind electricity in
terms of cumulative R&D and cu~ulative production. The data was collected for R&D,
production and cost of energy over a historical period, and then a regression analysis was run to
characterize their relationship. By va~ing the inputs and evaluating the results, the model gives a
preliminary indication of the relative importance of R&D and cumulative production in
decreasing the cost of energy from a wind turbine.

In order to develop a comprehensive model of the impact of innovation, all relevant variables
must be included. Cumulative R&D and cumulative production are believed to be key factors
leading to cost decreases for wind turbines. How, then, can each of these variables be
characterized?

Wind Turbine Cost I I
Wind turbine cost can be represented two different ways: either as the cost of installed generation

I

or as the cost of electricity generated. The cost of generation is the total installed cost of the wind
turbine(s) purchased per total amount ~ftheir capacity ($/kW). A variety of innovations improve
turbine design and decrease the cost of generation; some innovations decrease the cost of
components and systems (e.g., cheaper materials, using less materials, etc.), while others help
wind turbines increase their total generation per unit of capacity (e.g., smarter electronics, better
design, etc.). The cost of electricity is the total cost~. f purchasing, financing, installing and
operating a wind turbine generator, Iualized (levelize ) over the facility's lifetime, divided by
the annual electricity produced ($/k ). In addition to the innovations that decrease the total
installed cost of generation and impro e technological erformance, improvements in financing
terms or exploitation of better wind res urces will decrease the cost of electricity.

While most analyses use cost of insta led capacity to rtresent the cost of the technology, this
does not incorporate potential improve ents in capacity actor. A power plant's capacity factor is
the plant's generation divided by the I aximum potentia generation if operating at full capacity
all the time. As with other technologiesr design improve~1ents can augment the capacity factor by
increasing the amount of time a facil ty is running an by increasing the amount of capacity
utilized when running. What is unique 0 wind power is t at it can be improved through access to
a better wind resource, through better source characteri ation, taller towers, larger rotor blades;
stronger materials and improved contr I systems that allol turbines to capture stronger and more
erratic wind resources that were not pr viously accessible. But these innovations can increase the
installed cost of wind electric generati g capacity, even Iwhile increasing output. The historical
decreases in the costs of wind electrici y do incorporate t!hese various improvements in capacity
factor. By capturing the cost per a ount of electricity generated, it includes all aspects of
increased capacity factor, as well as de ign and manufacturing improvements. Therefore, the cost
of electricity (cost per kWh rather th cost per kW) is used here as the dependent variable in
determining the impacts of cumulative &D and cumulative production on wind turbine costs.

The cost of energy used represented e levelized cost of energy over a 30-year lifetime, as
calculated by the National Reryewable Energy Laboratory, for a wind speed of 5.8 meters per
second (13 miles per hour) at 10 meters (33 feet) above the ground (NWTC, 1997). Figure 3.3
shows that the cost of electricity for those conditions can be captured within a range. The
statistical analysis here uses the lower curve.
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R&D
R&D is represented by public funds
historically spent on research and development
by OECD countries. Private R&D fi~res are
unavailable because firms consider such
information proprietary; therefore, it Iwas not
possible to determine the magnitttde and
pattern of private R&D spending. I It is
nonetheless important to note that, if the
magnitude of private R&D is large enough and
its pattern different from that of public R&D,
the statistical could be significantly different.
Public R&D figures are found in Figure 3.4.

Figur 3.3 Wind Turbine Cost of
Electr city
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Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
u.S. R&D figures were provided by the U. S.
Department of Energy, and information for other industrialized nations was taken from the OECD
(lEA/OECD 1997). The impacts of funds spent on R&J? were assumed not to reach the market
until at least three years after the money was spent. his is to account for the time it takes
between technical results and developi ng a new product that reaches the market. R&D spending
was, therefore, shifted forward three years (not shown in ~raph).
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number of turbines. The numbers of turbines installed were taken from several sources. A report
by BTM Consult provided worldwide data from 1992-1997 and is shown as actual number of
turbines in Figure 3.5 (BTM, 1998). For years prior to 1992, it was necessary to calculate the
number of turbines installed by taking the net capacity installed divided by the average size of
cumulative installed turbines. The net capacity installed worldwide was gathered from wind
energy associations (for the UK, Denmark, Germany and the U.S.), the IEA (for the Netherlands
and Spain) (IEA, 1997) and from BTM Consult (for the rest of the world) (BTM, 1998). Note that
net capacity does not include those turbines that were retired or dismantled. BTM Consult
estimates that 350-400 MW total capacity has been taken off-line and that the adjustment
particularly impacts the U.S. figures.

The BTM Consult report also lists the average size of wind turbines in Denmark, Germany,
Spain, Sweden, the UK and the U.S. In conjunction with their data for cumulative number of
wind turbines, this implies the average size of wind turbines in 1992 was 112 kW I turbine. The
average size of wind turbines in 1981 was assumed to be 50 kW and the years from 1982-1994
were assumed to progress linearly from 50 kW to 112 kW. (A sensitivity analysis explored size
progressions other than linear and showed that the shape of the curve does not significantly affect
results, probably because the variation during that timeframe is small compared to the later size
increases.)

3.5 Results

After the assembling data for cost of e ectricity, public Rj&D funding and cumulative production,
a regression analysis was performed to identify the relationship between the dependant and
independent variables. The resulting e uation was used to generate indicative scenarios of cost of
electricity out to the year 2010. The d ils of the wind odel will be further explained here and
the results will be presented in the next section.

3.5.1 Regression coefficients and statistics

We assumed the same functional relationship as that ass med for PV (see Box 2.2), allowing us
to derive the exponents according to th linear relationshi :

Co + a. log CP + J3 log RD

by fitting the empirical data using a si ple regression analysis. Initially, a regression was run on
all available data, which spans from 1981-1995. The results were curious; finding coefficient for
the number of turbines was positive, i dicating that as more turbines were installed, the cost of
electricity would increase. An explanat on was sought for~thiScounterintuitive result.

Figure 3.5 showed that, from 1981-1 95, the number f turbines increased rapidly and then
slowed down before increasing more r idly again in the 1990s. It was hypothesized that perhaps
this inconsistency in market growth w s altering the regression results. When the regression was
run again using data from 1985-1995, e results turned out to be statistically significant and the
coefficient for the number of turbines was negative.

The question then becomes what historical factors caused this discontinuous growth in the
number of installed wind turbines worldwide.6 To put this in historical context, from 1981-1985
more than 95% of the world wind turbine installations happened in California, because of the

6 Information on the history of tax incentives from Loiter, 1997.
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large investment tax incentives. In addition to the U.S. fe~eral government's tax incentive of 25%
of wind turbine capital cost, California' provided a 25% capital tax write-off, which totaled half of
the project's capital cost. These incentives attracted wind turbine manufacturers from Europe and
the U.S. to California to install a largd number of wind turbines. Installations fell off after 1985
because the federal tax incentive disappeared and the California tax credit was reduced to 10% of
capital costs. The industry received incentives that were so large installed capacity increased at a
rapid rate. This meant that the technology developers were unable to alter designs, and use the
new installations as a learning tool that would decrease costs enough to entice the market to
continue to demand wind turbines at the same rate as under the subsidy. In essence, there were
two growth scenarios; that of the California market, and that of the world market that resulted
after the "California wind rush." In order to model only the latter more conventional market, we
fit only the data after 1985.

Below is a Box listing our regression results. Although the F-stat and all t-stats are each strongly
significant, it is important to issue the caveat that they ar! not a reliable indicator of the goodness
of the fit. Because the data series is highly autocorrelate - as is any time series of a cumulative
variable (such as cumulative production or cumulativ R&D) - the goodness of fit will be
exaggerated. I

Box 3.3
Regression Results and Significance

Box 3. Regression Results and SignifiCanCj

I B R square Adiusted R sauare I Model F-stat Significance
I0.996 0.993 o.s 91 548.887 0.000

Coefficie t t-stat Significance
Constant 8.573 14.403 0.000
In (R&D) -0.552 -7.433 0.000
In (# of turbines) -0.282 -2.624 0.030

I
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Figure 3.6

Modeled Wind Turbine Price and Historic Price
Versus Cumulative R&D and Production
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Historical annual growth rates (1986- 995) for R&D (7 0) and the number of turbines installed
(7%) were used to project the cost of e ergy out to 2020. A sensitivity was performed by looking
at 0, 0.5, 1.5 and 2 times the annual g owth rate for R&D, and 0.5, 1.5 and 2 times the annual
growth rate for the number of turbi es. Cost of electricity projections using the model and
sensitivity values will be described in t e results section.

Using the empirical relations land
assumptions as described, the cost
of electricity was projected out to
2020. As shown in Figure 3.7, the
cost of electricity from the most
efficient wind turbines, located at
the best sites, is projected to
decrease to less than 2 cents per
kilowatt-hour if R&D and
cumulative installations continue
to grow at the average historical
annual percentage. The figure also
graphically shows how closely the
model approximates historical cost
of electricity information.
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The potential future cost of electricity from wind turbines was explored through examination of a
set of growth scenarios for R&D and cumulative production. We calculated the cost of electricity
from wind in the year 2015. We assumed growth in R&D of 0%, 3.5% 7%, and 14% annual
increase (see four nearly parallel lines in Figure 3.8), and growth in cumulative production
ranging from 0% to 14% (see x-axis in Figure 3.8). The influence of more quickly growing R&D
budgets is reflected in the successively lower lines for greater R&D growth rates. The impact of
more rapid growth in production is reflected in the downward slope of each line, which varies
from constant annual production (at today's levels) at the left edge, to an annual increase in
annual production of 14% at the right edge. As shown, even if the amount of public funds spent
on R&D were to be maintained at present day levels, in 2015, the cost of electricity from wind
turbines should decrease to approximately 2 cents per kilowatt-hour (assuming installations also
continue growing at the same percentage).

Figure 3.8. Impact of R&D (lines reflecting annual growth rates of 0%, 3.5%,
7%, and 14% shown) and Cumulative Production (x-axis displays
range from 3.5% to 14%) on Cost of Wind Electricity in 2015
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Figure 3.9 shows the decrease in cost of electricity over time with different annual percentages of
growth for R&D. The current level of public spending on R&D for wind turbines will
significantly decrease the COE from wind turbines, as shown by the top line. Although an even
greater decrease in COE can be achieved if the annual growth in R&D is doubled to 14%, which
is an argument for increasing the level of funds available. While currently, wind electric
generation can be obtained at about
4 to 5 cents/kWh, the fit indicates
that continued increases in R&D
would lower these costs
dramatically. Clearly, care should
be taken with such extrapolation of
both the independent and dependent
variables. From a technological
point of view, these may be limits,
perhaps best expressed in the
asymptote term of Box 1.2. With a
more rich database, exploration with
such a term might be feasible.

The model's results indicate that
R&D significantly influences the
cost per unit of wind turbines.
Therefore, policy-makers may wish
to strengthen R&D capability by
increasing their wind turbine
development budget. However, thesel results can be ta en as indicative rather than conclusive
owing to the data limitations and the irerent uncertaint es in statistical analysis. Moreover our
analysis leads us to conclusions about etails of data col ction that would be warranted by DOE
and industry groups to help better unde stand these phen ena.

Figure 3.9: R&D's Influence on Cost of Electricity from
Wind Turbines, Different Annual Growth Percentages of
R&D
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4. FUEL CELLS

4.1 Technical and Historical Background

Fuel cells are energy conversion technologies, rather than a source of energy. Compared to
combustion-based energy conversion technologies, fuel cells are a clean and efficient way of
converting energy feedstocks into convenient and versatile electric power for use in homes,
industry, transport and other applications. Although the net reaction through which fuel is
consumed is the same as if the fuel were burned, the process is a controlled reaction that directly
generates electricity Fuel cells altogether avoid the intermediate generation of heat and the
inefficient conversion of heat into electrical energy - a step that limits the maximum attainable
efficiency of conventional energy technologies such as internal combustion engines, steam
turbines, and gas turbines. The electrochemical processes taking place in a fuel cell are analogous
to those which take place in a battery, except in the case of a battery the fuel and oxidant are
integral parts of the battery that are soon depleted and the battery must either be replaced or it
must be recharged from an external source of electricity. In the case of the fuel cell, however, the
fuel and oxidant (generally air) are supplied as needed to satisfy the demand for electric power.

This scheme for generating electricity is nothing new, as the first functioning fuel cell was
developed in 1839. In more recent times, research continued in many national, academic and
industrial laboratories, and technical experience accumulated as prototypes and novelty
applications were developed. In the 1960's, fuel cells were first employed in a practical capacity,
providing electric power on board NASA's Gemini and Apollo space missions. Steady progress
over the ensuing three decades has brought fuel cells to the point were industry is now taking the
first steps toward commercializing fuel cell products.

Fuel cells are being broadly promoted ~s a major techno ogy on which to rely for improving the
environmental performance of the trans ort and electric s ctors nationally and globally. Fuel cells
can contribute to less environmentally amaging energy se in four main ways: (1) by generating
power and providing transportation greater efficien y than is possible with conventional
combustion technologies; (2) by drasti ally reducing emissions of energy-related air pollutants;
(3) by greatly expanding the capacity f r energy savings hrough cogeneration of heat and power
at all scales; and (4) by facilitating the ttansition to renews ble sources of energy (Kartha, 1997).

4.2 Applications and Systems

Figure 4.1 shows the basic design of I typical fuel cell. The key components are an anode, to
which the fuel is supplied, a cathode to which the oxidant (usually air) is supplied; and an
electrolyte, which keeps the fuel separa e from the oxidant. The fuel molecules are first separated
into electrons and ions at the interface f the anode and electrolyte. The ions migrate through the
electrolyte toward the cathode, while t e electrons, which cannot move through the electrolyte,
take an alternate route external to the el cell. The ions, oxidant, and electrons combine at the
interface of the cathode and the electr lyte, producing "tater and/or carbon dioxide in amounts
that depend on the type of fuel cell and type of fuel. The rtream of electrons flowing through the
external circuit is, of course, electricity. (See Figure 4.2)
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----Figure 4.1. Basic Structure of a Fuel Cell, Showing Electrolyte Sandwiched Between Gas-
porous Cathode and Anode.
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Figure 4.2. Cross-sectional Sche atic of a Fuel Cell, Showing the Reactions by Which
Hydrogen and Oxyg n are Consumed and Water Produced

The five main types of fuel cells are i entified by their type of electrolyte material (see Section
4.3), as the electrolyte ultimately dete mines the main operating characteristics of the fuel cell ,
such as temperature, pressure, and sui bility of various fuels. (See table 4.1.) Table 4.2 lists the
different fuel cell types, applications, d demonstrated activities.
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Table 4.1: Five Fuel Cell Types and Their Operating Characteristics
Electrolyte Temperature Advantages Limitations Development Status
alkaline 70 - 200°C High current and power densities. CO2 intolerance Extensive use in military and

High efficiency. aerospace applications.
proton exchange 80 - 110°C High current and power densities. CO intolerance, Extensive field testing in vehicles
membrane Quick cold starts are possible due to need for water management. and small-scale stationary power.

low operating temperature. Considerable level of private
Potentially inexpensive in mass sector development.
production.

phosphoric acid 150 - 210°C Technologically proven and Limited efficiency and Field testing in vehicles.
commercially advanced. lifetime. Commercially available for

'" Limited potential for further cogeneration.
cost improvement.

molten caroonate 550 - 675°C High effiCiency especially w~ Electrolyte instability. Field testing medium-scale power
internal fuel processing. Need for CO2 management. generation plants.
High-grade waste heat gives potential Limited potential for further
for hybrid systems with high cost improvement.
efficiency.

solid oxide 800 -1100 °C Potential for internal fuel processing, Stringent materials Starting field testing.
ceramic high-grade-waste heat and potential requirements at high Relatively less developed

for hybrid systems with unparalleled operating temperature. compared to other fuel cell
efficiency. technologies.
Long operating lifetime.
Potentially inexpensive in mass
production.
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Development and commercialization activities are ongoing for each of the five fuel cell types,
and currently demonstration projects amount to less than 80 MW of installed generating capacity
worldwide - a figure that is quickly growing.

Table 4.2: Fuel Cell Applications and Current Demonstration Activities
Fuel Cell Application Demonstration Activities

AFC Transport passenger and utility vehicles
generation aerospace (space shuttle)
(high-value niches) military (submarines)

PEMFC Transport passenger vehicle, van, bus
generation 7 kW (hydrogen),
(small-scale distributed) 250 kW (natural gas)

PAFC Transport bus (methanol)
generation 50 - 200 kW (-200 units) (natural
(small-scale distributed) gas)

MCFC Generation 250 kW (La Brea) (natural gas)
(small-scale distributed) 2 MW (Santa Clara) (natural gas)

SOFC Generation 100 kW (Netherlands) (natural gas),
(small-scale distributed) 4 MW/yr manufacturing plant

In this analysis we have chosen to focus on PEM fuel cell , specifically for small-scale distributed
generation of capacities of tens to hubdreds of kilowa s. PEM fuel cells are being developed
aggressively by the private sector b cause of their e remely good technical- and economic
prospects for becoming a major techno ogy in both trans ortation and stationary applications. All
the major automotive manufacturers have focused their el cell development efforts on the PEM
fuel cell. Several major companies in the generation industry have also focused their efforts on
PEM fuel cells. (See Table 4.3.) The advancement ofPEM fuel cells is expected to be accelerated
by the concurrent interest of both the transportation and generation industries, as investments in
R&D and production facilities can benefit both apPlicati~1ns. Moreover, since PEM fuel cells are
appropriate at very small scales (largely because of their low operating temperature), they are
particularly well suited to learning- y-doing, since i requires less investment to expand
cumulative production of small units th large units.

An extensive review of PEM technolo y by the Techni9al Advisory Panel to the California Air
Resources Board has concluded that 'the impressive advances in' hydrogen-air PEM fuel cell
stack technology in [the past 5-7] year have overcome t e technical barriers to attaining the high
stack performance needed for fuel cell electric veh cle engines." (CARB-FCTAP, 1998)
Consistent with this conclusion, the 1910shave seen the ajor automotive manufacturers commit
substantial resources toward the development ofPEM fue cell vehicles.

The Technical Advisory Panel reporte1 that "R&D inve tments made to date and commitments
for the next few years by major fuel Gell developers and automobile manufacturers already are
between $1.5 and $2 billion dollars." Several of the major development initiatives that are under
way are listed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Major PEM Fuel Cell Development Initiatives
Vehicle PEM fuel cell programs
Daimler-Chrysler Has concept vehicles (Necars I-III). Plans methanol vehicle

for end of 1999, and 100,000/yr production capacity for 2004.
General Motors Subsidiary (Opal) has methanol-fueled compact van (Zafira).

Plans market-ready vehicle for 2004.
Ford In 1999 will operate hydrogen-fueled sedan (Prodigy) and

methanol-fueled SUV, produced in collaboration with
Daimler-Chrysler arid Ballard.

Toyota Has methanol and hydrogen fueled vans (RAV4)
Nissan Has methanol-fueled vehicle. Plans to market fuel cell

vehicles 2003-2005.
Mazda Has demonstrated hydrogen vehicle (Demio).
Honda Plans to develop vehicles by 2003.
Mitsubishi Plans prototype vehicle in 2000, commercialization in 2003.
VolkswagenNolvo Plans methanol-fueled car (Golf) on road by end of 1999.
Sanyo, Toshiba, DeNora Ongoing demonstration c f fuel cell systems for vehicles
Stationary PEM fuel cell programs
Ballard Has demonstrated sever ~Ihydrogen-fueled systems and

natural-gas fueled systems up to 250 kW.
International Fuel Cells Has demonstrated vehicle-sized systems.
Analytic Power In 1999, will be testing natural gas-fueled 7 kW systems at 15

utilities, in collaboration with EPRI.
Plug Power Has demonstrated natural gas-fueled 4kW residential
(ioint venture of Detroit systemrnd hYdrogen-f~eled7 kW residential systems. Will
Edison and Mechanical be deliv ring -80 units 0 er 1999-2000 and hasmarketing
Technologies) agreement with General _Iectric to commercialize units

possibly by 2000.
Northwest Power Has dell' onstrated natural gas-fueled 5 kW residential
Systems system.
Siemens Has demonstrated hydro gen-fueled 5 kW residential system.

I

SOFCs also have very good technical and economic p ospects in the long term, especially if
operating temperatures can be lowered to a level where metallic materials can be reliably used
and if high-efficiency hybrid systems are developed. H owever, they have not been considered
here as the fuel cell teChnOlogy-Of_ChOfe because of th~r relatively less advanced development
status and the smaller amount of publ cly available information. It must be admitted, however,
that fuel cell technologies have been ad ancing in unanticipated ways, and the relative position of
SOFC and PEM fuel cells could concei ably shift with little forewarning.
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4.3 Technology Description

4.3.1 Fuel Cell Stack

The heart of the PEM fuel cell is the membrane-electrode assembly (MEA). At the center of the
MEA is a thin proton exchange membrane (5-150 microns), which serves as the fuel cell
electrolyte. The proton exchange membrane is painted on each side with a solution containing
dispersed catalyst, and the catalyzed membrane is sandwiched and heat-sealed between two
porous electrodes (each electrode - the anode and the cathode - is 100-300 microns in thickness).

It is on these catalyzed interfaces between the proton exchange membrane and the adjacent
electrodes that the fuel cell reactions take place. Hydrogen is consumed at the anode side, while
oxygen is consumed and water produced at the cathode side. While power is being produced,
hydrogen ions flow from the anode to the cathode through the electrolyte, and electrons flow
from the anode to the cathode through an external circuit. (See Figure 4.1.)

The proton exchange membrane is made from a fairly specialized polymer that looks like
common plastic food wrap. The polymer is composed of a Teflon-like backbone to which
sulfonic acid groups are attached. These acid groups allow the polymer material to conduct
hydrogen ions while remaining non-conducting to electrons - the two necessary features of a fuel
cell electrolyte. Because the acid groups are fixed in place, PEM fuel cells do not suffer from
electrolyte loss or corrosion of fuel cell materials - prob ems that complicate the design of other
types of fuel cells that use acid electrolytes.

The electrodes are porous, so as to allow the fuel and 0 idant to flow to the surfaces where the
fuel cell reactions take place. Simultm1eously, the electr des must be electrically conducting, so
as to collect the electrons that are generated at the a ode-electrolyte interface and distribute
electrons to be consumed at the cathode-electrolyte interface. Typically, the electrodes are made
from carbon paper or carbon cloth, treated with a hydrophobic Teflon-like solution that prevents
congestion of the pores by the water that is generated by the fuel cell reaction.

This MEA is held between two plates, each of which I is impervious to gas, but has shallow
channels through which the reactant gles are fed to the 9lectrodes - one plate provides hydrogen
to the anode and the other provides ox gen to the cathode. The reactant gases diffuse through the
porous electrodes toward the catalyz d surfaces of the membrane where the electrochemical
reactions take place. An MEA and set of plates comprise a single fuel cell, and a fuel cell stack
consists of a repeating sequence of fu9l cells. Since plates are generally designed with channels
on both sides, providing hydrogen to .lhe anode of one A and oxygen to the cathode of the
neighboring MEA. (For this reason, they are termed bi olar plates.) The plates are made of a
material, such as bonded graphite, that is inert and s itably electrically conducting to allow
current to pass through the stack from one fuel cell to the ext.

4.3.2 Fuel Processor

The most suitable fuel for PEM fuel eel s is pure hydrogen, which can be provided by pipeline, or
stored as a compressed gas in a high pressure cylinder, as a liquid in a cryogenic dewar, or
chemically bound to a metal hydride or other adsorbent material. However, a liquid fuel such as
an alcohol or hydrocarbon (e.g., gasoline or diesel) might be more convenient to use, in terms of
both distributing the fuel to the consumer and storing the fuel for use in the fuel cell, especially in
the case of fuel cells in vehicles.
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If a liquid fuel is to be used, the fuel cell would need to be equipped with a fuel processor
designed to convert the liquid fuel into a hydrogen-rich gas suitable for use by the fuel cell. Such
fuel processors, currently under development by a number of developers, use a thermochemical,
catalytic process to break down the fuel through partial oxidation or steam reforming, forming a
mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, steam, and (if air is used in the process)
nitrogen. A subsequent step would be needed to eliminate the carbon monoxide, preferably by
reacting it with steam to form carbon dioxide plus more hydrogen for consumption in the fuel
cell.

Since PEM fuel cells have an extremely low tolerance for carbon monoxide, a further stage may
be required whereby a small amount of air is added to the fuel stream to oxidize the remaining
carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, using a preferential catalyst. It is not considered necessary to
reduce carbon monoxide levels to below 100 ppm in order to achieve acceptable fuel cell
performance. This is a very stringent requirement, especially given the non-equilibrium chemistry
prevailing in a fuel processor operating under dynamically varying loads.

Typically, these fuel processing steps result in an energy loss of 20%-30%, depending on the fuel
processor design and the fuel.

4.3.3 Power Conditioning Electronics and Peaking Power

The power conditioning system consists of the electronic equipment required to convert the fuel
cell's DC output into AC output of sufficiently high quality for the intended application. Power
conditioning electronics are analogous to those required in many photovoltaic system designs,
and are very similar to the "uninterruptible power suppli s" that are now widely commercialized
for use with computer systems. State-of-the-art power c ditioning advances developed for these
other applications are readily adaptable for fuel cells.

The complexity and cost of power conditioning electroni s will depend in part on the application.
Fuel cell systems that are feeding tlf grid would re~ ire fairly high-quality AC electricity,
whereas fuel cell systems powering a vehicle motor coul I tolerate lower standards.

Fuel cell systems that are not grid-connected would in most cases need an auxiliary source of
power to meet peak demand or rapidly varying load. I Generally, developers are considering
batteries to meet this requirement, although more advanced devices (such as ultracapacitors and
flywheels) are being considered as well.

4.3.4 Humidification and Water Mjnagement

The management of water in a PEM el cell is impo t because water plays a sensitive role in
the electrochemical functioning of a el cell. Water is ntegral to the functioning of the proton
exchange membrane, taking part in the transport of the p otons between the sulfonic acid groups.
A proton exchange membrane must be saturated with wa er in order to function, and will perform
poorly if it begins to dry out. Even mic' oscopically localjzed drying can be a significant problem,
because local overheating could cause pinpoint membr e ruptures and uncontrolled reaction of
the fuel and oxidant.

On the other hand, too much water ca congest the electrode pores, preventing the supply of fuel
and oxidant to the membrane-electrolyte interface and removal of products and other inert
materials (e.g., nitrogen, carbon dioxide). Careful water management consists of properly
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humidifying the fuel and air, and drawing or wicking away excess water. For some systems, heat
exchangers might be necessary to condense water vapor from the exhaust air for reuse.

4.3.5 Air SuppLy

In practical applications, air will almost always be the source of the oxidant (oxygen) for the fuel
cell reactions. Providing air is therefore as important as providing fuel, and must be done at a
sufficient level of purity, at the proper temperature, and at the necessary pressure. This introduces
additional demands from the perspective of system integration. Air compression in particular can
be a stringent demand, because compression can constitute a significant auxiliary power
requirement for a fuel cell system (as much as 10% of gross power). System-wide efficiency
might be enhanced by expanding the spent air through a turbo expander to recover compressive
work, but this enhancement might not prove cost-effective for many applications.

4.3.6 HeatManagement

Fuel cells generate waste heat as they consume fuel and generate electricity. This waste heat must
be drawn away from the fuel cell stack to maintain the proper operating temperature. This heat is
either rejected to the environment, or if the fuel cell is 0lerating in a cogeneration mode then the
heat is passed to the heating loop.

Since PEM fuel cells operate at substantially lower temp ratures than combustion-based devices,
there are no high-temperature exhaust gases to draw h at away from the fuel cell stack. Heat
management can, therefore, be a complex task. Typically, cooling plates are interleaved with the
fuel cells in the fuel cell stack, providing channels for the flow of a coolant - air, water, or some
other fluid. The coolant then must pass through a radiator to lose its heat, or through a heat
exchanger in a cogeneration configuration

The analysis here will focus on the fuel cell stack, but observations regarding fuel processing,
power conditioning, water managem nt, air supply d heat management will be noted as
appropriate.

4.4 Strategies for Innovation an Cost Reduction

This section aims to the widespread optimism that techno ogical and manufacturing advances will
continue to dramatically reduce the cost of fuel cell technologies. We describe here the wide
range of advances that have been, and will be, critical to making PEM fuel cells a market-viable
technology.

All types of fuel cells have undergone ramatic technical and economic advances in recent years,
due to research, development, and de onstration effo s. Confidence that fuel cells will play
important roles in future transportatio and power gen ation sectors has rapidly grown, (with
enthusiasm apparently spreading ev n to the upper echelons of the current Presidential
administration). With respect to PEM el cells in particplar, several key advances have brought
them closer to commercialization, continuing tecHnical and manufacturing advances are
ongoing and anticipated. Fuel cells ar now unargUablYtUCh too expensive for any widespread
application, but there is. a broad conse sus within indus ry that costs can be reduced enough to
make them cost-competitive with con entional techno I gies. Figured 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the
extraordinary progress that has been m de in the past decade.
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Figure 4.3. Rapid Evolution of Ballard PEM Fuel Cell Stacks, from 5 kW Stack at Left in
1991 to the 54 kW Stack Six ears Later

4.4.1 Improving Catalysis and Reducing Catalyst Cos s

A major roadblock to the commercialization of PEM el cells has been their need for noble
metal catalysts - typically consisting of platinum alloyed with other noble metals - which are
very expensive. More efficient processes developed in the past 10 years for applying catalysts to
the fuel cell membrane have led to a factor of forty decrease in catalyst requirements between the
initial use of the Gemini spaceship and the current generation of PEM fuel cells. For automotive
applications, this means that the amount Of,platinum ca~yst required is not significantly greater,
than the amount required for catalytic donverters in inte al combustion vehicles today. Platinum
catalyst configurations have been de onstrated that w uld contribute only about $7 / kW in
materials cost, decreasing the cost of p atinum needed D a vehicle with a 30 kW fuel cell from
$7,200 to $200.

A platinum loading this low correspon s to using 0.25 m per square centimeter of fuel cell area.
This is accomplished by using a dispersed platinum cat lyst consisting of very small platinum
particles (-2 nanometers) supported on larger carb n particles (-10 nanometers). This
configuration has been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory for periods of time
corresponding to the lifetime requirements of a typical ehicle (-5,000 hours). However, it still
needs to be proven reliable in the field, land has yet to be emonstrated for long enough periods to
satisfy stationary power requirements (10,000 hours of op ration is an oft-stated target).

Further advances are also under devel pment to improve fuel cell catalysts. Raising the carbon
monoxide tolerance above the 100 pprh benchmark would significantly relax the constraints on
fuel processor design, and improve fuel cell performance. Several approaches are under
consideration. Alloys containing platinum with other noble metals are being developed that have
increased carbon monoxide tolerance. Millisecond electrical pulses have been shown to oxidize
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the carbon monoxide adsorbed on catalysts, temporarily restoring performance to normal (carbon
monoxide-free) levels. Tolerance to carbon monoxide also improves with increasing fuel cell
operating temperature - a significant effect is obtained with an increase of only 2S-S0°C. Carbon
monoxide can be reduced by selectively oxidizing it on the anode catalyst, by introducing a small
stream of air directly along with the anode fuel feed.
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4.4.2 Reducing Membranes Costs

Variants of the proton exchange mem rane are now p~duced for the chlor-alkali industry. At
present, however, production is relativ ly small quantiti s at fairly high costs. Membrane cost is
roughly $800/meter2

, which translat s into roughly 150/kW. This cost is unquestionably
prohibitive for vehicular applications and high even for stationary applications. The main
membrane material developers, inelu ing Dupont (US.), W.L. Gore (US.), Asahi Glass and
Chemical (Japan), 3M (US.), and oechst have reported activities to advance membrane
technology for fuel cells, such as design changes, volume production, and production
improvements. .

Decreasing the thickness of membranls is expected to' prove fuel cell cost and performance.
Thicker membranes are not only mar expensive becau e of the higher material cost, but also
have higher internal resistance to inflow, which educes fuel cell efficiency. Initially,
membranes were more than 150 microns in thickness, whereas membranes are now being
developed that are only 5 microns thick, which should improve cost and performance. Some
developers have also proposed the integrated manufacture of MEAs, forming the electrolyte from
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the resin from which membranes are made, rather than from finished membranes. The recycling
of used membrane material is another potential cost -saving measure that is under consideration.

Detailed cost analysis of continuous production processes 7 at larger scales has suggested that the
entire MEA (which includes, membrane, catalyzed layer, and electrodes) could be produced for
roughly $50/meter2 (of which roughly $30/meter2 is platinum cost), or $lO/kW (Lomax, 2-15).
This can be compared to other similar membranes that are currently produced at large scales, such
as perfluoro alkoxy membranes, which retail for $10/meter2

. Since the platinum is a large fraction
of the cost of the MEA, manufacturers would ultimately implement processes for recycling the
platinum, giving a fuel cell stack a salvage value that is a nontrivial offset against the purchase
pnce.

Current variants of proton exchange membrane all rely on fluorine, which endows the membrane
with its chemical inertness and long lifetime, but unfortunately also contributes to its high cost. A
further avenue for cost reduction is therefore to find unfluorinated substitutes with comparable
performance. Ballard has developed its own proprietary material that is partially fluorinated.
Hoechst has developed an unfluorinated membrane that is currently being tested.

4.4.3 Developing Improved Bipolar Plate Materials and Designs

Initially, fuel cell bipolar plates were constructed from solid graphite plates, into which were
milled the gas flow channels for fuel, oxidant, and cool t. Pure graphite has been the material of
choice because it is highly inert, has an acceptable electrical conductivity, and could be
manufactured with precise gas flow channels. However, graphite is expensive, the milling is
capital intensive, and fragile plates would sometimes break - making bipolar plates a highly
costly component of the fuel cell. Moreover, the several millimeter thick plates accounted for the
majority of the fuel cell stack weight and volume. Several approaches have been taken to
improving bipolar plates.

A key initial step has been to dram tically reduce th thickness of the plates. This reduces
material cost and improves performan e by reducing el ctrical resistance. The initial substantial
improvements in fuel cell power de sity shown in Fi ures 4.3 and 4.4 were due in part to
reductions in bipolar plate thickness. C rrently, fuel cell tack pitch has been reduced to ~2-3 mm
per fuel cell. However, subsequent d velopment work as focused on alternate materials. The
chief contenders currently appear to be - amorphous (no -graphite) carbon, carbon/polymer (and
possibly metal/polymer) composite materials, and me als such as stainless steel, nickel, or
aluminum.

Adequate performance relies on several properties: sufficient conductivity, resistance to
corrosion, inertness at the fuel cell operating tempera ure, and manufacturability. Metals are
naturally highly conducting, and carbof polymers can be sufficiently conducting, providing there
is a high enough density of carbon part des. Adequate corrosion resistance and inertness might be
attainable with proper choice of mat rials and possibly by coating or plating or plating with
suitable materials. Importantly, bipol r plates (and cooling plates) with flow channels can be
manufactured from the candidate mate ials using process that are less costly than milling - carbon
compounds can be molded, and metal eets can be stamped or etched.

7 Cost estimate assumes 5 micron membrane thickness and 0.25 mg/cm' platinum loading.
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4.4.4 Other Fuel Cell Stack Design Improvements

Design improvements that come with increased experience with fuel cells continue to improve
performance and cost. Simple design changes are continually adopted:

• Optimizing the active area of the fuel cell provides a better balance between repeat
components that are easily manufactured and size-related performance (that depends on the
fuel cell's boundary-to-area ratio).

• Devising more efficient humidification methods that allow smaller humidification areas has
improved the power density and decreased the cost of fuel cells.

• Simple hardware improvements in clamping and fastening materials have reduced weight and
material costs.

• Improved understanding of gas transport has led to more efficient gas flow channels and
more compact gas manifolding.

4.4.5 Fuel Processing

Fuel processing still requires significant advances before performance and economic constraints
are both satisfied. Fuel processors are under development for generating a hydrogen-rich fuel gas
stream from available fuels (e.g., methanol, ethanol, natural gas, propane, gasoline, diesel) that is
suitable for a PEM fuel cell, without an excessive efficiency penalty.

A critical requirement is the ability to produce a fuel gl s with carbon monoxide concentration
that is consistently below 100 ppm. Methods of r ducing carbon monoxide include (i)
maintaining a proper steam:fuel:air stoichiometry, (ii) neluding a gradiated temperature shift
reaction to convert carbon monoxide and water to carbo dioxide and water, and (iii) preferential
oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, using selective catalyst and a small stream of
air.

A second critical requirement is the ability to respond rapidly to changes in demand. For
example, vehicle engines routinely need to ramp up from nearly zero power to full power in a
matter of seconds. Stationary systems as well, particular~ if they are not grid-connected, must be
able to respond rapidly to changes in emand. This dy ami cally varying load is a considerable
challenge for thermochemical systems that must maintai a careful optimization of temperature,
flowrate, and stoichiometry. The requ rement that the fuel processor can warm up and operate
properly when the fuel cell is power d up is especially demanding. Breadboard systems have
been tested, and testing is now being onducted in which the fuel processor is fully integrated
with a fuel cell and operated under dyn mic load.

Complementary to improved fuel processing is the possi ility of enriching the oxygen content of
the air supplied to the fuel cell. As oxygen comprises ly ~21% of air by volume, the region
around the electrolyte-cathode interface can become d pleted of oxygen, particularly at high
reaction rates when the gas transportrrate cannot keep p with the demand for reactants. The
performance of the fuel cell at peak po er can therefore e improved if air is oxygen-enriched by
even a relatively small amount. Som developers are I xperimenting with oxygen-enrichment
methods that could be integrated with el cell systems.

A strategy that would obviate the need for a fuel processor is to develop a fuel cell that can
directly consume a liquid fuel. The only fuel for which this is currently feasible in a PEM fuel
cell is methanol. At present, the power density of direct methanol fuel cells renders them
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impractical and/or uneconomic, but further advances are anticipated. The main development
goals are to increase reaction rates and to reduce the rate at which unconsumed methanol diffuses
through the fuel cell from the anode to the cathode.

4.4.6 Power Conditioning Electronics, Peaking Power, Other Auxiliaries

Power conditioning electronics and peaking power technologies are advancing rapidly because of
the high level of interest for other applications, including electric vehicles, photovoltaics, and
computer system backup power ("uninterruptible power supplies"). Power conditioning and
battery peaking power for uninterruptible power supplies have become mass-produced
commodities largely because of the growth of the computer industry. The resulting technological
advances and manufacturing cost reductions have been directly translatable to fuel cell systems.
More exotic peaking devices, such as u1tracapacitors and flywheels, are also getting some degree
of attention, particularly in vehicle applications, where energy density and power density are
important characteristics.

Other auxiliary components, such as turbo expanders for air compression and expansion, heat
exchangers, and water condensation and purification systems, are also being actively developed.

4.4.7 Manufacturing Improvements, Scale-up

Although the technological advances discussed above will improve performance and reduce
costs, developers and vendors have privately (and sometimes publicly) voiced the opinion that the
major cost reductions will come primarily from scaling up production volumes, rather than
technological advances. With a technology such as the fuel cell, which is composed primarily of
repeated components, the opportunities for cost-cutting aie evident and numerous:

"roll-processing" of the membranetlectrode assembl instead of multiple manual steps;
stamping of bipolar plates and cool ng plates instead f individual milling;
significantly larger-scale productio of raw polymer embrane material;
amortization of machinery and tooling across higher roduction volumes;
automation of stack assembly.

•
•
•
•
•

A detailed assessment of the mass manufactured costs of fuel cell stacks for vehicle applications
has been ca.rried out by Lomax et al. (1998), which takes I'nto account these benefits of scaling up
production volumes. Below, we rely on this study to mak an estimate of mass manufactured fuel
cell stacks for stationary power applica ions.

4.5 Analytical Framework

I
Fuel cells are a much less mature techn logy than either Pf' otovoltaics or wind turbines. Fuel cells
are only now on the cusp of commerci lization, so there i not yet a history of unit costs that can
be correlated with production volumes d R&D expendi res. The PV industry has seen roughly
800 MW of cumulative production, an1 the wind industr:r 8000 MW - whereas there is less than
80 MW of fuel cell capacity in existen e. Empirical pro~[ess ratios cannot be extracted with any
statistical reliably, since production history is so limited.. Moreover, less than 2 MW of this
capacity is estimated to be based on P~M technology, yielding precious little data on which to
base estimates of progress ratios for PEM fuel cells.
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This problem is compounded by the fact that very little data exists in the public domain about
costs and R&D expenditures for fuel cells. Fuel cell development, which until relatively recently
was targeted at military and aerospace applications, has quickly shifted to highly proprietary
private sector activity - and neither' domain is particularly forthcoming with data regarding R&D
expenditures, manufacturing volumes, or production costs.

It is, therefore, not possible to adopt the analytical framework that has been used for PV cells and
wind turbines in the previous chapters. Instead, we have carried out two alternative analytical
tasks - both of which reflect fuel cell progress as projected by developers and industrial experts,
rather than historical data. The first task is to make a bottom-up, engineering-based estimate of
the cost of mass-produced fuel cells, based on information available in the public domain. The
second approach is to derive estimates of fuel cell manufacturing progress ratios based on
statements -public and private - by developers and industry experts.

4.5.1 Estimate of Fuel Cell Cost

While a considerable amount of technical and performance information is available, especially
from academia and national laboratories, little detailed cost information can be found in the
public domain. The speed with which fuel cell technology is evolving and the high level of
private sector involvement has led to a highly competitive environment in which cost reduction is
the key to market success. Developers are uninterested ih tipping their hand and divulging cost-
related information about fuel cell design and manufacturtng.

Despite these difficulties, it still has been possible to co, struct a crude bottom-up, engineering-
based cost estimate for technologically mature fuel cell stacks for stationary power applications
manufactured at high production volumes. The basis for this estimate is a very detailed recent
cost estimate for fuel cell stacks for vehicle applications (Lomax, 1998), which has been adapted
here to provide a cost estimate for fuel cell stacks for stationary power applications. The
estimated cost range for stationary power applications fS considerably higher than for vehicle
applications, as a result of key differences in requirement .

The three main differences in reqUireients are higher e iciency, longer lifetime, and operation
on reformate. The impact of these requirements is iscussed here and contrasted to the
requirements for vehicle applications a given by Lomax tal. (1998).

(i)Higher efficiency requirement
For stationary power applications, fuel costs constitute a major component of total operating
expenses. High efficiency is therefore a primary design objective. For vehicle applications, on the
other hand, fuel costs are relatively unimportant. Much more important is the need for a fuel cell
that is compact (i.e., has a high power density) and 1.

1 inexpensive enough to compete with
internal combustion engines in terms of initial cost.

In a fuel cell, achieving high efficieni y requires sacri cing power density, and vice versa. A
given fuel cell can either be operated a low powerlhigh efficiency, or high power/low efficiency.
To be compact and to reduce costs, el cell stacks for vehicle applications are designed to
operate at peak power density, extrac ing maximum power from a given amount of fuel cells.
Stationary applications, on the other h nd, would operate preferably at the maximum efficiency,
which occurs at a power density that i roughly one-third of the peak power density. A fuel cell
stack for stationary power would, there fore, be roughly three times as big as a fuel cell used for
an equivalent amount of vehicle power.
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(ii) Longer lifetime requirement
The lifetime of a passenger vehicle is typically 5,000 hours of operation. Stationary power plants,
on the other hand, typically run for 200,000 hours8

. Fuel cell developers are hoping to achieve
~50,000 hours of operating lifetime for a fuel cell designed for stationary applications. (Some
developers might explore the strategy of designing short-lived stacks that can be manufactured at
exceedingly low cost. The figure of 50,000 hours is chosen here because it is an oft-repeated
industry target.) This has two implications on estimating the cost of fuel cells. First, replacement
of the fuel cell stack four times over the life of a power plant increases the cost per kilowatt
considerably. Assuming replacements are evenly spaced at 7.5 year intervals, the total cost of fuel
cells, including replacements, is roughly twice the cost of the initial fuel cell." (Because future
costs are discounted, the increase in price will not quite be a factor of four.)

Second, in order to attain a 50,000 hour operating lifetime, more costly design features are
required. In this analysis, we have assumed the following design changes relative to a vehicle fuel
cell:

a) Platinum catalyst loading must be higher, to balance the degradation of catalyst
activity over long periods of time. We assume that platinum requirements are raised to 0.50
mg/crrr', compared to vehicle fuel cell platinum loading of 0.25 mg/cm"

b) To increase the durability of the proton exchange membrane, we assume a membrane
cost that is twice that of the reference vehicle fuel cell membrane. This accounts for (i) membrane
thickness that is much greater than the ultrathin 5 microns assumed for vehicle applications, and
(ii) higher production costs (by a factor of two) to account for more stringent tolerances for
thickness and chemical consistency.

c) Long lifetime would put m1~erial constraints n all components of the fuel cell stack,
including the bipolar plates. Short-lived vehicle fuel cell stacks are expected to be able to accept
stainless steel or plastic/graphite composite plates, but r this analysis we assume that bipolar
plates would need to be composed of nickel, which has s own sufficiently long life time in other
fuel cell applications, but which is less costly than pure graphite. (This might be a conservative
assumption. The demand for stable materials suitable for fuel cells might induce innovation in
materials and give rise to long-lived materials that are less costly than nickel, such as plastic
composites.)

(iii} Operation on reformate
Whereas the reference cost assessment or vehicle fuel ce Is was based on a system that uses pure
hydrogen fuel, it must be assumed that a fuel cell for stationary applications would be consuming
a fuel gas produced by reforming a fu 1 such as natural gas or an oil-derived liquid. To account
for this, we assume a 5% efficiency penalty within the fuel cell for operation on reformate
(Ogden et al., 1998).

8 200,000 hours is roughly the operating time of a power plant with a 30 year lifetime operating at a 75%
capacity factor.
9 Replacements raise the annualized cost offuel cells by CRF(i, 7.5 years) / CRF(i, 30 years), where i is the
discount rate and CRF(i, N) = iI(1-(l+irN

) is the cost recovery factor for an interest rate iover Nyears. For
i = 8% (12%), the annualized cost with replacements is 2.l (1.7) times the cost of the initial fuel cell stack.
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The above requirements are translated into economic terms in Table 4.4. The net result is a fuel
cell cost estimate for stationary applications of approximately $200/kW, essentially an order of
magnitude higher than the cost for vehicle applications 10. This is only a rough estimate based on
untested (but plausible) assumptions about stationary fuel cell requirements. It is important to
note that it accounts for the fuel cell stack only - this cost estimate does not include the fuel
processing, power conditioning, or any of the rest of the balance of plant.

10 It might be speculated that it would be ore cost-effective si ply to use inexpensive vehicle-type fuel
cells in stationary applications, despite thetr lower efficiency d shorter lifetimes. But a ~aightfon~''ard
calculation shows that the higher efficienc and longer life mo e than compensate for the higher capital
cost.
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Table 4.4: Derivation of Cost Estimate for Stationary Fuel Cell System Based on Lomax et al. (1998) for 190 kW System
Factors Contributing to Higher Stationary Fuel Cell Assumption Cost per Assumption for Cost perkW Cost

Cost Compared to Vehicle Fuel Cell Cost for Vehicle kW· Stationary (Stationary) Difference
(Vehicle) Applications perkW

Platinum loading 0.25 mg/cm" $7.0IkW 0.5 mg/cm" $14.0 IkW $7.0/kW
(increase to lengthen operating lifetime of catalyst) b

Membrane thickness (increase to lengthen operating 5 micron $0.14/kW 50 micron $1.40 IkW $1.26/kW
lifetime of membrane) C

Membrane manufacturing "standard" $0.16/kW %2 $0.32IkW $0.16/kW
(to improve tolerances for membrane thickness, manu- higher tolerance
chemical consistency, etc.) d facturing manufacturing
Bipolar plates stainless steel $2.2IkW nickel $8.0 IkW $5.8IkW
(assuming 1:2 ratio of active to cooler cells)" tHjltl} (#201)
Additional costs (stationary vehicle) sum of above $141kW
Vehicle fuel cell cost from Lomax et ai. (1998) s18lkW
Stationary fuel cell cost $32/kW
Reformate derating (5%) % 11.95 $34/kW
Parasitic losses to give net power (10%) % 1/.90 $37/kW
Replacements (4 replacements in 30-year planrtifetime, 10% discount rate)' oro 1.85 $69/kW
Efficiency derating'' %2.87 $199/kW
Final cost estimate for fuel cell stack for stationary power plant $199/kW
a. Power density for vehicle applications IS assumed to be 0.6 V % 1.076 A = 0.65 W/cm2

b. Vehicle: 0.25 mg/crrr' % $13/gram / 0.65W/cm2 % 140% (markup) = $7.0/ kW
Stationary: 0.50 mg/cnr' % $13/gram / 0.65 W/cm2 % 140% (markup) = $14.0 /kW
c. Vehicle: 9.9 g/nr' % $0.06g / 6.5 kW/m2 % 140% (markup) % 1.1 (total/active area) =$.14 /kW
Stationary: 99 glm2 % $0.06g / 6.5 kW/m2 % 140% (markup) % l.l (total/active area) = $1.4 /kW
A (total membrane)l(active membrane) area ratio of l.l is appropriate for a cell active area of700 cm2

d. Vehicle: $0.68 /m2 /6.5 kW/m2 % 140% (markup) % 1.1 (total/active area) = $0.16 /kW
Stationary: $1.36 /m2 / 6.5 kW/m2 % 140% (markup) % l.l (total/active area) = $0.32 /kW
e. Vehicle: 3/2 % $6.4/m2 I 6.5 kW/m2 % 122% (markup) % l.2 (total/active area) = $2.2/ kW
Stationary: 3/2 % $23. 61m2 / 6.5 kW/m2 % 122% (markup) % 1.2 (total/active area) = $8.0 / kW
A (total plate)/(active plate) area ratio of 1.2 is appropriate for a cell active area 0[700 crrr'.
f. Account for replacement costs by multiplying by CRF(l0%,7. 5 years) I CRF(lO%, 30 years) = 1.85.
g. Vehicle: l.075 Alcm2 % .6V = .646 W/cm2 Stationary: 0.3 Alcm2 % 0.75V = .225 W/cm2 .646/ .225 = 2.87.
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4.5.2 Anticipated Rates of Progress

As mentioned above, fuel cells are not yet being produced at commercial scales. There is virtually
no history of fuel cell prices and production volumes, making it impossible to look backward and
make credible empirical estimates of historical progress ratios. On the other hand, it is possible to
look forward, relying on projections of future fuel cell costs that have been made by many
developers. Generally, these projections are highly proprietary and unavailable for reference in a
public domain document. When they are published, they usually are accompanied by scant
technical detail (hence the usefulness of carrying out our own bottom-up cost estimate above).
Still, in some cases, enough information is available to draw inferences about the future costs and
the anticipated rate of technological learning.

We have extracted the implied progress ratios and learning curve exponents from the available
projections, where possible. Table 4.5 provides a set of progress ratios derived from various
sources. A difficulty arises because developers almost never think in terms of cumulative
production, but rather production capacity. Indeed, of the ten projections given in Table 4.5, only
three are given in terms of cumulative production. Thankfully, some simple assumptions that are
not overly constraining allow us to carry on, using growth in production volume to infer growth
in cumulative production, and then calculate the progress ratios. The details are contained in the
box below. Note that this analysis is unconventional in that it is based on production and cost data
at the level of the individual firm, whereas experience curves are usually defined with respect to
an entire industry. Arguably, however, the calculated progress ratios are still valid, in that the
firm's projections of cost presumably account for the expected rate of industry-wide
accumulation of knowledge and technique.

Box 4.1: Mathematical Digression

Even if cumulative production is not given, we can s ill put bounds on its possible rate of
growth as follows. Let PV(t) = production volume at time t, CP(t) = cumulative production
up to time t. If we can assume that PV(t) = pota, then it immediately follows that CP(t) =
PV(t)l+l/a IP o(a+1), and it is possible to calculate the growth in cumulative production from
the growth in production volume, since ifPV(t2) / PV(t1) = K, then CP(t2) / CP(t1) = K1+1/a.
For a lower bound, we can conservatively assume tat growth in production volume is
faster than linear in time (a > q. This allows us to calculate progress ratios within
reasonable bounds, as shown in ., able 4.5. Note: e three projections noted with an
asterisk are based on cumulative production, and do not require this additional analytical
step of calculating the increase in cumulative growth from the increase in production
volume.

The calculated progress ratios span an extremely wide range - 46% to 89%. The lowest progress
ratios apply to estimates of membrane production. The r maining estimates, which apply to fuel
cell stacks, fuel cell systems, fuel processors and fuel ce I vehicles, span the range 64% to 89%.
The two ends of this range have dramatically different implications for the rate of fuel cell cost
reduction. After only seven doublings of cumulative production, the projected cost would differ
by an order of magnitude, depending bn whether the ambitious 64% ratio were accurate or the
conservative 89% ratio. I

Even though the calculated range of progress ratios is too wide to warrant any precise statements
about when precisely fuel cells will be cost-competitive, the general conclusion can be drawn that
developers expect a decline in costs that is characteristic of a highly innovating industry.
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The main conclusions to be drawn from this study are the following:

• Private industry is devoting a level of attention to PEM fuel cells that reflects considerable
confidence that fuel cells will be commercializable. The intention of several major
automobile manufacturers to market fuel cell vehicles in the 2003-2005 time frame is a strong
indication of the extent of industry confidence. The interest of major electric utilities in small-
scale fuel cell power systems is another strong indication.

• Fuel cells have a considerable scope for continuing dramatic cost reduction, due to
technological developments, manufacturing advances, and manufacturing scale-up. These
advances are expected for fuel cell stacks, fuel processing, and auxiliary equipment.

• Fuel cell stack costs, based on a simple bottom-up calculation based on published
information, might well come to less than $200/kW. This suggests system costs with
excellent prospects of being competitive with conventional technologies.

• Based on the projections of developers and manufacturers, technological learning should
proceed rapidly and fuel cell costs should reach cost-competitive levels.
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Table 4.5. Implied Progress Ratios (and Learning Curve Exponents) Calculated for Several Fuel Cell-related Products".

Power system (-3 kW)* 89% 20 5,667 2,000,000 900 SFCCG (1997)
Power system (-3 kW) 76-87% 75 26,667 300,000 1,000 developer of small-scale

systems)
Power system (200 kW)* 75% Whitaker (1998)
Power system (250 kW) 64-80% 1,000 11600 125,000 500 Ballard [HFCL (1999) and

CARB (1998)]

Total kW Per kW Total kW Per kW

Vehicle (-50 kW)*

Progress Small Cost at Large Cost at Main Source
Ratiob Volume Small Volume Large

Volume Volume
(Projected (Pro-
or Actual) jected)

82% Seebregts (1999)

Vehicle stack (-50 kW)
Vehicle (70 kW)

Membrane

80-89% 307 GM (1996)

Membrane

700 2,857 700,000
66-81% 2,000,000 35 5,000,000 20 Daimler-Chrysler-Ballard [Carb,

(1998)1

47-69% 500,000 120 DuPont
rCARB, 1998)

5,000,000 10

46-67% 500,000 120 10,000,000 4 3M
[CARB, 1998)

* These three projections were presented in tenus of cumulative production, not production volume.
a. In some cases, these figures are explicitly given by the source, whereas in other cases they are estimated from graphs or based on rough quantitative statements (e.g.,
«...production volumes in the tens of thousands.")
b. Progress ratio = 20eanting exponent) % 100%
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